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GENERAL QUESTIONS 

1. How will UEA be able to build up design and management forces in the 
very short time schedule available? Where will they obtain experienced 
people in this very unique area? 

Answer: 

UEA would draw on the resources of Bechtel Corporation and its project 
subcontractors for engineering, procui·ement, construction, management, 
and the other more conventional design·aspects of the project. Good-
year, another partner in UEA would be able to draw from its general 
management and operational experience in enrichment. UEA has, over the 
past three years, developed a cadre of technically qualified uranium 
enrichment design personnel. Because ERDA and its operating contractors 
are responsible for existing plants and for a major technology development 
effort, the experience .and know how with respect to process design tech
nology specific to enriching uranium rests largely with ERDA and its opera
ting contractors. This experience can and will be made available to UEA 
from ERDA and its operating contractors on a full cost reimbursable basis. 

2. What services are to be provided UEA and gas centrifuge proposals 
by ERDA? 

Answer: 

Services to be provided to UEA at full cost recovery include: Manufacture 
of barrier and seals; assistance in developing the plant description 
(establishing the size and numbers of s.tages); stage and cell layout; 
process engineering design; preparation of specifications for process 
and process related equipment; design review, review of development 
efforts; testing of new equipment; equipment supplier evaluation; review 
of startup operation and quality control procedures; development of 
training programs and training personnel, and developing environmental 
statements. It is expected that similar types of technical services 
would be requested and would be provided to successful bidders for gas 
centrifuge projects. 
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3. Do ERDA and its contractors have .the resources and expert manpower to 
handle both the hedge plan and assistance to private enrichers? 

Answer: 

ERDA and its contractors do have the resources and engineering capability 
to handle simultaneously the gaseous diffusion "hedge plan" and assistance 
to UEA. Resources and expert manpower could be a problem if it were 
necessary to maintain both projects for a long period of time. However, 
we do not expect this to be a problem because we are assuming that 
the Congress will act in the near future on the President's plan 
and remove the uncertainty. · 

We are not certain at this time of the extent of the effort that may 
be requested by the centrifuge proposers, but we can continue the 
necessary conceptual design work for a gas centrifuge project with 
resources now available. 

4. Is ERDA thinking about a revolving account for applying revenues 
against cost? 

Answer: c 

ERDA has def erred further consideration of this matter until National 
Policy as to the future of the uranium enrichment program has been 
established. 

In any consideration that is given to a revolving account, we must be 
very clear on the potential budget impact. For example: 

A. There has been some confusion in thinking that revenue from 
existing plants could offset the cost of a new government plant 
when, in fact, the revenue now being received is largely a reim
bursement of funds for the past and current construction and 
operation of the three existing plants. Building an add-on plant 
would involve negative cash flow into the 1990's for that plant .. 

B. Even the revenue from the existing plants has not yet reached a 
level where it fully offsets expenditures on those plants and will not 
do so until sometime in the early 1980's. If revenues from existing 
plants were to be placed in a revolving fund the costs of other ERDA 
programs would still have to be paid from taxes or higher deficits. 

5. What is ERDA' s target date for the start of design and power pro
curement if the UEA project is not accepted? What steps are being 
taken now in preparation for this possible event? (Proposals for 
architect 0engineers, construction, power and equipment, staffing,, 
etc.) 

Answer: 

Conceptual design work has been under way since 1973. ERDA is maintaining 
a schedule that will permit completion of conceptual design and start of 
further design of an add-on diffusion plant at Portsmouth during the first 
quarter of CY 1976. This start will permit a half-size add-on diffusion 
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plant to be in full production in the first quarter of CY 84. In order 
to meet this schedule, it would be necessary to initiate negotiations 
for power procurement, and undertake further work to identify architect 
engineering and construction contractors, for the Portsmouth site during 
the first part of CY 1976. Requests for Proposals for obtaining necessary 
architect engineering and construction work are being developed. 

6. How realistic is the target date of January 1976 for going ahead 
with UEA? What information has been supplied to ERDA by UEA 
since their initial proposal made in Deca~ber 1974? (Covering 
such items as power, utility contracts; partners, foreign 
negotiations, antitrust data, market.data, financial arrangements, 
etc.) 

Answer: 

From a technology and engineering point of view, a target date of 
January· 1976 for going ahead with UEA is realistic. The development 
of the plant description and other determinations required to establish 
the basic design approach and criteria should be advanced enough by that 
time so that significant numbers of additional engineers and designers 
can be put on the job. Since December 1974 there has been through the 
industrial participation program, a continuing exchange of information 
with UEA, which includes the conceptual design work being accomplished 

.for ERDA's hedge plan. UEA has incorporated the basic concepts included 
in the hedge plan in the planning for their project. An active consulting 
effort for UEA was initiated by ERDA and its operating contractors in 
August 1975. Work on the critical path to develop the UEA plant de
scription has been accomplished. Cost of all work performed for UEA will 
be paid by UEA. 

. . 
Extensive information was supplied by UEA in February - March 1975 which, 
together with that supplied by prospective centrifuge enrichers, has 
been helpful in development of the Administration's program. 

We understand that UEA has had extensive discussions with a prospective 
power supplier (the Southern Company), that further studies are being 
made by the supplier7 and that they are moving forward on what appears 
to be a sound basis. UEA has kept ERDA informally advised of their 
discussions with potential non-United States participant investors/ 
customers and expected domestic customers. UEA has kept ERDA generally 
advised of its· activities toward securing domestic partners, including 
the recently announced partnership arrangement of Bechtel, Goodyear, and 
the Williams Companies. Early enacL~ent of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act of 1975 would undoubtedly provide a stimulus to the parties to conclude 
these arrangements. 

7. Did the UEA proposal originally contemplate governmental guarantees? 
IX>es the UEA proposal now have a cctnpetitor? Were p;>tential com
petitors ever given the opportunity to compete with UEA on the 
basis that extensive governmental guarantees would be available? 
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Answer: 

As detailed subsequently in the answers to these questions, the UEA 
proposal did originally contemplate Government guarantees. However, 
the current UEA proposal involves less Government assurance than its 
earlier proposal. 

The UEA proposal was in response to the general policy first ennunciated 
by the AEC several years ago inviting industry to consider providing 
new enrichment capacity. 

An attempt was also made in 1974 to obtain industry participation 
specifically in demonstration sized centrifuge enriching projects; 
however, the program was not successful because it was not suffi
ciently broad, either in its scope or in the type of assistance 
contemplated. Subsequently, on June 26, 1975, a Request for Proposals 
was issued for Centrifuge Enrichment Plants which recognized that 
substantial Government assistance would be required to bring such 
projects into being. This was an outgrowth of an extensive dialogue 
with prospective centrifuge enrichers. The three firms who have now 
submitted proposals (CENTAR, Exxon Nuclear and Garrett) have been 
fully cognizant of the proposed forms of Government cooperation 
and assurances that are embodied in the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act of 1975. 

While the UEA proposal is the only one incorporating the gaseous 
diffusion process, we believe that the next increment of new enrich
ment capacity must employ this proven process to provide assurance 
of supply. 

Both UEA and the centrifuge enrichers are now competing for customers. 

8. Please make a comparison between the Bechtel December, 1974, proposal 
and their subsequent May, 1975, proposal. Does the May proposal 
appear to provide more overall guarantees to Bechtel/Goodyear or 
less? 

Answer: 

The December 1974 UEA proposal, as clarified in discussions with UEA, 
contemplated several forms of Government assistance, listed below. 
It must be recognized, however, that February - ~arch discussions 
of this proposal sought to clarify all the forms of assistance that 
might be required rather than to arrive at the miQimum possible 
assurances. 

A." Completion Guarantees, involving: 

1. Contingent Government loan guarantee (to assure 
an "A" rating for borrowings for domestic debt). 

2. Overrun funding by.further Government loan gua
rantees or direct Government loans. 

3. Government assumption of domestic debt, compensation 
of domestic equity investors in case of "economic 
frustration" (e.g., licensing action delaying or pre
venting completion or operation). 
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B. ERDA termination of enough of its enriching services 
contracts to assure that the UEA plant is 11sold out". 

C. Government's assumption of a substantial portion of the 
obligations of defaulting domestic utility customers. 

D. ERDA stockpile backup and load leveling of the UEA plant, 
involving: 

1. Access to Government stockpile on lease or purchase 
basis at outset of operations and for 5 years there
after to assure ability to meet customer needs, up 
to a maximum access of 11 million separative work 
units. 

2. ERDA purchase of product for its stockpile 
during first 5 years of operation if necessary 
to assure levelized operation, up to a maximum of 
6 million SWU. 

E. Government warranty of technology performance and equip
ment furnished. 

0 

The May 1975 proposal substantially modified the earlier one by: 

A. Replacing the completion guarantee with the concept of 
project takeover by the Government, should the private 
effort falter prior to commercial operation. In such 
event, all or part of the domestic equity investment 
could be lost, depending on degree of responsibility for 
failure. 

B. Dropping the request that ERDA terminate enough contracts 
to load UEA's plant. 

C. Dropping the request that the Government assume significant 
contingent liability with respect to defaulting utility 
obligations. 

D. Limiting access to the Government stockpile to a maximum 
of 9 million SWU the first year, declining step wise to 
zero five years later. The ERDA purchase obligation, up 
to 6 million SWU, was not changed. 

E. Government technology and equipment warranty requests were 
not changed • · 

The May 30, 1975, proposal involves considerably less Government-provided 
assurance than did the earlier proposal. There are now definable time 
limits on the Government's involvement, and the domestic equity proposes.to 
assume greater risk. 
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FOREIGN PARTICIPATION 

· 1. Is the U.S. plant canmitment the first step in the sharing of enrichment 
technology with foreign entities? How detailed are the criteria for U.S. 
firms and foreign entity participation? \'/hat triggers private CQ~pa.nies 
to allow them to discuss the sharing of enrichment technology with foreign 
entities? Following discussions, what triggers the actual exchange of 
enrichment technology with foreign entities? 

Answer: 

No; the U.S. plants to be constructed under the Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act do not involve access by foreign entities to enrichment technology. 
1he canmitment of a U.S. plant has nothing to do, per se, with 
sharing of enrichment technology and such sharing is neither more 
likely nor less likely due to commitment of such a plant. The possibi
lity of technology sharing with a specific foreign entity is an indepen
dent event which must be judged on the basis of appropriate Government 
criteria. It has, however, been expected that any implementation of 
a technology sharing arrangement, which would have to meet the test of 
National interest, would be implemented through the U.S. private en
richment industry. lhe creation of the International Energy Agency has 
been regarded as signaling achievement of the broad cooperation in energy 
matters on which subsequent steps in considering enrichment technology 
sharing were dependent. Ch January 28, 1975, a meeting was held with 
companies active in ERDA's Industrial Participation Program. The policy 
of henceforth allowing U.S. companies who expect to provide enrichment 
capacity in the D.S. to initiate unclassified discussions with foreign 
entities, within the confines of the Atomic Energy Act and the require
ments of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 810 Rules and 
Procedures, was explained to the industrial participants. Ibwever, they 
were told clearly and explicitly that there could be no assumption that 
any proposed arranga~ent that might result from commercial negotiations 
would be approved by the U.S. Government. 1he Government would have to 
determine that the proposed arrangement would, on overall balance, be 
beneficial to the U.S. 1he Government's findings as to the acceptability 
of such proposals would consider: 

1. ·comi:atibility with overall foreign policy objectives including 
effective international energy cooperation; 

2. assurance that international security interest would be protected; 

3. assurance of domestic U.S. interests including the surety of U.S. 
fuel supply needs being met, establishment of a competitive private 
.supply industry; 

Q 

4. reasonable compensation to the U.S. public for publicly developed 
technology. 

Any arrangement which involved the transfer of classified information would 
be subject to an appropriate Agrea~ent for Cooperation between the U.S. and 
the country or countries of the foreign entity and thus subject to Congres
sional oversight. No arrangements, which, if implemented, could result in 
technology sharing have been proposed to ERDA. 
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2. Has Bechtel performed unclassified work in the enrichment field for 
foreign entities? With whom, in what detail, for how much money, 
and how were such arrangements approved? 

Answer: 

The following is a brief summary of unclassified activities which Bechtel 
.has been authorized by AEC/ERDA to perform for foreign clients under the 
provisions of 10CFR810 (formerly 10CFR110). In general we do not know 
the dollar value of such work. In any event the dollar value had no 
bearing upon whether approvals were given. 

(1) Bechtel Siting Study for CEA (France) 1971 

In early 1971, the CEA announced that they had selected Bechtel 
to conduct a site selection study for the Eurodif Enrichment 
Plant. Eurodif is based on French enrichment technology. The 
project was initiated at a meeting on May 1, 1971, and Bechtel 
was asked to find the optimum plant site in France for the enrich
ment facility based on a list of criteria specified by the CEA 
wtti,ph included acreage and foundation requirements, power, trans
portation labor and water. No access was given to French enrichment 
technology and Bechtel had no access to U.S. technology. The study 
was conducted by the Bechtel staff working both in France and 
San Francisco. The site selection study recommended a site on the 
Rhine, however, the French selected a site at Pierrelatte (now known 
as Tricastin). The study was completed in March 1972. 

This study did not require authorization under 10CFR110 as the 
requirement for specific authorization by the Commission for 
unclassified activities relating to uranium enrichment was not 
established until July 26, 1972. · 

(2) Technology Services Requested by BRINCO Ltd., Canada. 

Bechtel was authorized to provide service in the following areas 
with respect to a proposed multinational enrichment plant in Canada. 

a. Economic Studies - an analysis of unclassified capital and 
operating cost data to determine cash flow requirements, 
effect of escalation, and projected selling price of 
separative work. 

b. Siting Studies - analysis of unclassified data on electric system 
~equirements, cooling system requirements, site geology require
ments for structures, transportation requirements, and other 
related areas. 
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c. Schedule Studies - preparation of a master time schedule for 
engineering and construction of the project to the extent 
possible with unclassified data. 

d. Staff Training - instruction to BRINCO staff in the basic 
theoretical process calculations and unclassified published 
data P.ertinent to gaseous diffusion cascade operations to 
permit optimization studies and a technical understanding 
of a diffusion stage. 

e. Market Studies - assist BRINCO in preparing detailed market 
demand studies including the quantities of enriched material 
required at various enrichment levels for various regional 
markets. 

f. Presentations - to the extent required by BRINCO, utilizing 
data and information developed in the above tasks, support 
BRINCO in the preparation and presentation of information to 
potential investors, customers, and other interested groups. 

The AEC, by letter of August 1, 1972, approved the preceding items 
of the Bechtel scope of work and advised Bechtel any additional 
assistance would require additional specific authorization by the 
Cormnission. 

(3) Siting Study in Territory of Papua for a Japanese client 

Bechtel was authorized by the AEC on June 5, 1973, to undertake 
this unclassified study provided there was no objection from the 
Australian and/or Papuan governments and the information to be 
provided by Bechtel was based on unclassified information available 
in the published literature. Approval of the two governments was 
obtained and Bechtel completed this study. 

(4) UEA request to participate with the Japanese in a U.S. Enrichment 
Project Study. 

UEA was authorized on July 31, 1973, to participate with the Japanese 
Enrichment Survey Committee in an evaluation study concerning an 
enrichment facility to be built in the U.S. The scope of work for 
this project included general management activities, preparation of 
a conc~ptual design for 9 million SWU Baseline Gaseous Diffusion and 
Gas Centrifuge Plants, preparation of a business plan incorporating 
marketing studies and preparation of a project financing plan. 

The AEC authorization precluded transmission of any restricted data 
or other classified information, or unclassified technical data 
not available to the general public which might be considered useful 
in the design, fabrication or operation of a uranium enrichment 
facility, or specialized components especially designed therefor. 
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(5) Siting Study in Western Australia for Japanese Client 

. Bechtel was authorized by AEC letter dated November 15, 1973, 
to conduct the siting study based on unclassified published 
information if there were no objection by the Government of 
Australia. Bechtel has advised that this study was not 
conducted since the Government of Australia did not grant 
an authorization to the client. 

(6) Supply of Unclassified Enrichment Technical Data to the Japanese. 

The AEC authorized UEA to transmit an unclassified report containing 
technical data involving the gaseous diffusion process which was not 
available to the public in general form. The report was part of the 
work carried out ·under the evaluation phase of the joint UEA-ESC 
program. The report was reviewed for classification and technical 
content by AEC staff prior to UBA being authorized to release the 
report. The AEC authorization by letter of September 16, 1974, was· 
given subject to the proviso that a commitment be obtained from the 
ESC that the data would be solely used for evaluation of further 
participation.in the UEA project. The ESC provided such an assurance. 

The AEC, by letter of October 17, 1974, authorized UEA to transmit an 
unclassified evaluation report covering a gas centrifuge CQ~plex to the 
ESC. This report was also reviewed for classification and technical 
content by staff prior to this authorization. 

(7) Siting Study in Zaire 

The AEC authorized Bechtel to conduct an unclassified site suitability 
study for a prospective uraniu.~ enrichment plant in the territory of 
Inga, Zaire. lhis study was authorized by an AEC letter dated 
November 1, 1974. This study was to be sponsored by the Syndicat 
d'Etude de L'Endustrie Atomique of Belgium with part or all of the 
costs to be borne by the Government of Zaire. We understand this study 
nas not been carried out due to a lack of funding. 

(8) Unclassified Business Data to Iran 

The Administrator, by letter of January 29, 1975, authorized UEA to 
transmit its unclassified but proprietary Evaluation Phase Business 
Plan and Economic Analysis report to Iran. · 

(9) UEA Request to Transmit Unclassified Report Regarding Uranium Enrichment 
to Several Foreign Countries. 

ERDA, by letter of March 6, 1975, authorized UlA to transmit to the 
Japanese ESC the following unclassified UEA proprietary reports: 
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GDP System Evaluation Studies - Plant Design 
Add-on Plant Study 
Short Gradient Study, and the 
Evaluation Phase Business Plan and Econa:nic Analysis 

Report 

. ERDA also authorized UEA to transmit its "Evaluation Phase 
Business Plan and Econa:nic Analysis" report to the following 
prospective customers. 

France 

Electric de France 
CEA 

Italy 

ENEL 
CHEN 

Spain 

EN USA 

3. If U.S. guarantees the gaseous diffusion process now, (which 
is·different than the arrangements two years ago when there 
appeared to be no U.S. Government guarantees involved in any 
arrangement by which the government would allow private industry 
to get irlto the enrichment business) -- why should U.S. firms 
be allowed to benefit from the sharing of uranium technology 
when it appears that private firms have made no contribution 
to this effort and indeed even need governmental guarantees 
which would assure that there is no private financial risk? 

If these points are valid, shouldn't the question of sharing 
nuclear technology with foreign entities through private com
panies be reexa.~ined in light of the U.S. Government guarantees 
of enrichment technology? 

Answer: 

First, there are several implications in the question that are not 
correct, e.g., that private firms will ~ar no financial risk. It 
is not correct to conclude that there is no private financial risk in 
enrichment ventures. Depending upon circumstances, there is risk 
of all or partial loss of equity, and/or loss of return on equity. 
lbe preceding statement applies to the UEA project, and it.is likely 
that it will also apply to centrifuge projects. 1be question of 
guarantee of technology was not addressed two years ago. Now that 
this point has been addressed, it is clear that it is appropriate for 
the Government to guarantee the technology to prospective enrichers 
since the Government is the supplier. Private firms will pay a 
royalty. Furthermore, private firms have made, and it is expected 
that they will continue to make, contributions to enrichment tech
nology at their own expense. 

It appears that the question is directed towa.rd the.possibility of 
enrichment technology sharing which was outlined by Secretary 
Kissinger in 1974 at the Washington Energy Conference.and which 
has been tied to achievement of certain National objectives. Any 
such technology sharing, if it were determined by the Government 
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to be in the National interest, is expected to be conducted through 
those private canpanies involved in uranium enrichment in the United 
States, recognizing, as one element, that U.S. taxpayers would receive 
reasonable canpensation e.g. royalties for Government-developed technology. 
'Ihe prime criterion is that the United States should benefit in any 
such arrangement. The use of private firms as a channel for enrichment 
technology sharing abroad is appropriate for the following reasons: 

(1) Future decisions regarding any implementation of the tech
nology exchange principle renain totally in Government 
hands, to be decided upon· on the basis of National interest. 

(2) It is consistent with the premise that the U.S. system will 
be one of private enterprise. 

(3) It encourages private enterprise to invest in uranium en
richment projects which will lead to a private canpetitive 
enrichment industry, and further the development of enrich
ment technology by the private sector. 

(4) It tends to encourage foreign investment in U.S. private 
enriching projects as a way of establishing relationships 
with the U.S. canpanies. 

(5) It does not prevent the Government from obtaining desired 
Government benefits that would have to be obtained as a 
part of any approved arrangement. 

It should be strongly stressed that involvement by a private entity in 
domestic enrichment establishes no prior· right to technology sharing. 
On the contrary, the Government retains full control over whether, or 
under what conditions, such might be permitted. 

4. Which foreign nations are expected to contract with UEA to buy into the 
plant? When is it expected that these nations will sign a final 
agreement indicating funds to be paid and the percentage of their buy-in 
to the UEA plant? Has the .Department of State discussed the U£A arrange
ments with the foreign governments or organizations since the President's 
June 26, 1975 announcement? If so, what ·has been the foreign reaction? 

Answer: 

UEA has indicated that it expects its major investors abroad to be Iran, 
Japan, France and West Germany, with lesser participation by other coun
tries such as Italy, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Taiwan, and Australia. 
It is expected that passage of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 
would remove uncertainties that may be impeding foreign investors' deci
sions to participate financially in the project since it would then be 
clear that Congress supports the transition to a private enrichment 
industry. 
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Since the President's June 26, 1975, announcement, the Department of 
State, primarily through its embassies, has discussed with Japan and 
Iran the President's Plan for uranium enrichment expansion including 
UEA's proposed project. ERDA has also discussed this matter with 
officials of these two countries. Japan has stated that it is still 
too early to make specific arrangements with any of the U.S. potential 
private enrichers and it will make no decision until after it has care
fully reviewed its enrichment needs, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act is 
passed, and specific contracts between ERDA and U.S. enrichment projects 
are written. Iran has previously expressed its willingness to participate 
in UEA but this is contingent upon the negotiation of an Agreement for 
Cooperation. As of the present time, ·these negotiations are still in 
progress. 

5. How does the U.S. plan to avoid foreign controlling interest in the 
UEA proposal? (For example, foreign governments might exert pressure 
on U.S. companies that do business overseas in their country). 

Answer: 

1be U.S. will insure that there is no foreign domination of the UEA 
project through its licensing process giving due recognition to all 
appropriate factors. Under the Atomic Energy Act, NRC must, as a 
condition of granting a license, assure that the UEA project is not 
subject to foreign domination. Also, ERDA plans to require that UEA 
offer foreign investors only a minority of ERDA voting rights. UEA 
has established Uranium Enrichment Technology, Inc. which is totally 
U.S. owned and which will be the entity with access to the technology, 
and Uranium Enrichment Services, Inc. oovering financial and marketing 
matters, in which foreign interests will have the previously discussed 
minority voting rights. · 

6. What are the rights of foreign entities if there is a takeover 
of UEA by the U.S. Government in the event that the UEA venture 
fails? Does the U.S. repay in enriched uranium, in enriching 
services or money, or does the U.S. Government have no obligation 
to foreign entities? 

Answer: 

We believe that the possibility of takeover is remote since the U.S. 
Government would be involved in the project from the outset and under 
conditions which will serve to make takeover highly unlikely. In all 
reasonable circumstances, however, if takeover were to take place near 
p1ant completion, the. project would result in an operable plant. In 
this case all plant investment would be protected automatically by long 
term sales contracts for plant output. However, if the UEA venture 
involves takeover by the U.S. Government at an early stage, involving 
proportionately smaller investments to that point, the rights of foreign 
entities could vary according to what the U.S. Government actually did 
with the plant. If the plant were completed and operated successfully 

• 
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by ERDA, as is most likely, foreign debt and equity relationships 
would continue as the project was originally conceived, i.e., foreign 
customers/investors would receive their product on the basis of the pro
ject pricing formula which would recognize all project-related costs, 
including investment costs. The foreign investors would then have the 
U.S. Government as a partner in the plant. 

It is the intention of the U.S. Government to canplete the plant in the 
event of the takeover unless it would be to the economic advantage of 
the plant's customers, both domestic and foreign to provide alternate 
capacity. 

In the remote contingency that the plant were not completed by the 
Government, foreign investors would receive, in fair and reasonable set
tlement of their interests: 

a. Any funds provided by them not required for liquidation 
of their share of obligations of the venture; and 

b. their share of the value associated with liquidation of the 
assets of the venture. 

Furthermore, under such conditions the Government would be willing to 
consider the possibility of foreign investment in any alternative pro
ject constructed by the U.S. Government. And, of couse, the possibility 
of foreign participation in other private ventures would also exist. 

Ho-wever, of most significance, all customers, both foreign and domestic, 
which had contracted for enrich~ent services from the uncanpleted plant 
would be assured· by the U.S. Government that their contracted amounts 
of, and schedules for, enrich~ent services would be met by other domestic 
sources. 

It is to be emphasized that the type of ERDA participation contemplated 
in the program gives great assurance that projects will perform success
fully, essentially equivalent in our judgment to the assurance associated 
with direct Government construction of new facilities. 

7. IX> foreign customers in the UEA venture want a long-term commitment 
insuring that there would be no U.S. export control relating to their 
arrangement under the UEA concept? If so, does this interfere with 
the Huclear Regulatory Comnission's role in this field? 

Answer: 

We are not aware of any specific request of this nature. In any event, 
there is no action contemplated to exempt foreign sales by UEA from 
export controls or to interfere in any way with the Nuclear Regulatory 
Comnission's role in this field. 

8. Is the UEA arrangement dealing in enrichment services· as a commodity 
rather than filling orders for identified reactors as is now the case 
in ERDA? If the UEA arrangement with foreign entities can be in terms 
of a commodity, what arrangements have been made regarding excess material 

• that a foreign nation might accumulate? 
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Please explain how difficult it is to enrich uranium up to 4%. Also, 
please explain the additional difficulty to enrich the 4% uranium to 
90%. Is it correct to say that most of the work in enrichment is done to 
get the material up to 4% with it being much less difficult to go from 
4% to 90%? 

Answer: 

Under the proposed UEA arrangement, enrichment services would be dealt 
in as a commodity to the extent that identified reactors were not 
involved. As such a commodity, it would be subject to all appropriate 
domestic controls while in this country. Any excess material that a 
foreign nation might be permitted to transfer from the United States 
would be subject to the same export license and other requirements, 
including the appropriate provisions of the applicable Agreement for 
Cooperation, as-now-prevail or as might be required in the future. 

Depending upon the operating tails assay, 85-90% of the separative work 
required to produce 90% enriched product has been expended in bringing 
normal assay feed to 4% enrichment. 

To enrich uranium to 4% utilizing gaseous diffusion requires three sizes 
of equipment, which for a 9 million SWU plant are quite large in physical 
size. There would be a total of approximately 1200 stages, utilizing 
approximately 2400 MW of power. Such a plant could produce higher enrich
ment by operating at a low effeciency and at reduced power or by operating 
in a batch mode. In such a mode, the product would be withdrawn at an 
intermediate enrichment, the plant shut down, cleaned out, and the product 
refed and enriched to a higher level. These abnormal operations would be 
readily observable under applicable IA.EA safeguards procedures, and would 
be very costly in both time and money. For comparison purposes, a gaseous 
diffusion plant specifically designed to enrich material to 90% or more 
would require several sizes of equipment and about 4200 stages. 

If the gas centrifuge process were being used, only one size of equipment, 
albeit large and complicated, is involved in a production plant. Due to 
the higher enrichment per stage of equipment -- relative to the gaseous 
diffusion process -- only a relatively few additional stages would be re
quired to enrich material from 4% to 90%. Materials safeguards, control, 
and tarnperproof instrumentation could detect such abnormal operations 
in a centrifuge enrichment plant. · 

It is because of non-proliferation concerns such as this question raises 
that we believe it is in our best interests that .the U.S. move more 

.aggressively to provide timely U.S. enrichment capacity to serve a large 
portion at the foreign market, as such action would be expected to inhibit 
further construction of foreign enrichment projects. 

9. What studies have been performed by the U.S. Government regarding the 
classification of technology in the event of the sharing of enrichment 
technology with foreign entities as proposed by the Administration? 
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Answer: 

As indicated previously, enrichment technology sharing with foreign 
entities has not been proposed by the Administration. It has been held 
out as a contingent possibility if certain National interest benefits 
could be achieved and then only after appropriate review. To date there 
have been no studies regarding the classification of technology in the 
hypothetical event of sharing enrichment information with foreign entities. 
As noted in the answer to question #1, above, an arrangement for the 
sharing of U.S. enrichment technology would be judged on the basis of 
certain criteria, including the 11 assurance that international security 
interests would be protected. 11 If the determination is made that infor
mation classified·by the U.S. will not be compromised or used to the 
detriment of the common defense and security and the other criteria are 
met, then the sharing of enrichment technology could be considered under 
the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Any decision 
to make available unclassified, unpublished enrichment technology is, of 
course, also subject to similar legal criteria. In any event, classification 
policy decisions with.regard to uranium enrichment technology will continue 
to be made on the basis of a careful evaluation of the benefits to the U.S. 
versus the risks to the common defense and security of the release of any 
information. 

TAKEOVER BY U.S. GOVERNMENT IN THE EVENT THE UEA VENTURE FAILS 

1. Is there sufficient inventory of separative work units to cover the long 
delay that would appear to be inherent in a takeover of the UEA plant 
by the Government in the next several years? 

.Answer: 

Government participation in the UEA project is designed to assure that 
the project will work, thus the prospect of takeover is very remote. 
However, ERDA is making its stockpile plans to cover the eventuality 
that delays which impact agreed upon delivery commitments could occur 
whether involving takeover or not. ERDA will have available up to 9 
million SWU (1 year's production from the UEA project) to "backstop" 
such a delay. Stockpile backup for new capacity is not unique to the 
UEA project. Even if the Government were to build additional enrichment 
capacity, a comparable stockpile backup would still have to be maintained 
to protect against potential project delays. We do not feel that there 
would be a 11 long delay" inherent in takeover of the project from UEA 
.if that were ever necessary. · 

2. The UEA venture appears to have within it the requirements for a dual 
organization because of Government guarantees. This dual management 
concept of shared responsibilities appears to be similar. to the Clinch 
River arrangement. Does this potential problem increase the possibility 
of Government takeover as has been the case in the Clinch River Breeder 
Reactor? 
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Answer: 

The basic management concept that UEA proposes for their project 
would vest the responsibility for management of all engineering, 
construction and operation with UEA. ERDA's responsibilities for 
guaranteeing plant operability involve identifying criteria which 
must be met to warrant Government-supplied components, plant opera
tion and performance, and monitoring the project to assure that 
these criteria are incorporated in the design, construction, and 
operation. We do not see the Government's role in support of its 
warranting the operation and performance of the process as involv
ing a mixed management situation as exist in the CHBR. It will, 
of course, be necessary for ERDA to set up a group to follow 
the project and exercise the various review and approval functions 
necessary in support of the Government's warranties and contingent 
liabilities, currently being spelled out in the negotiations of the 
basic ERDA/UEA contractual arrangement. Services provided to the 
project from ERDA and its contractors would be on a full-cost re
covery basis. 

3. What are the different actions needed now in the event of the 
transfer to the Government of UEA facilities and obligations 
in the event that UEA venture fails? For example, what would 
be the Government's role and responsibility in regard to (a) 
terms and charges for enrichment services (b) schedule of de
liveries (c) commitments to subcontractors and suppliers and 
(d) obligations and any special arrangements between customers 
and UEA. 

Answer: 

In the remote event that the Government were to take over the pro
ject, we would expect to inherit an operable plant or one which 
could be made operable upon completion of construction. In such 
event, the Government would assume UEA's rights and obligations 
under UEA's contracts with others for the provision of services, 
materials, and equipment required for the design, construction 
and operation of the project and would assume UEA's obligations 
to supply enrichment services in· the amount and on the schedule 
contracted for by its customers. Actions necessary at this time 
concerning these matters are the negotiation of appropriate pro
visions in the cooperative arrangement between UEA and ERDA af
fording ERDA sufficient participation in the development of 
the terms and conditions for UEA's contracts with its suppliers 
and customers to assure the provision of services and materials 
to .the project in a timely and competent manner and that the 
amount anci schedule of enriching services committed to be supplied 
can reasonably be met by ERDA from the project's capacity (and/or 
ERDA's other sources of supply) in the event the project experiences 
difficulty. In this sense ERDA's actions would be essentially 
equivalent to those it would take if it supplied services from 
its own new capacity. 
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4. When does the U.S. Government commitment to takeover UEA _end? 

Answer: 

The UEA proposal of May 30, 1975, proposes that this commitment would 
cease "one year after full scale, steady commercial operations". The 
precise definition of this term is being established in the UEA/ERDA 
cooperative arrangement. 

ANTITRUST 

1. Will UEA's entry into the enrichment field delay competition? Is 
price regulation a necessary step 'in c.onnection with this venture? 

Answer:· 

We do not believe UEA's entry will delay competition. In fact, 
as noted earlier, QEA, CENTAR, Exxon, Garrett, and above all, 
foreign suppliers are presently competing for customers. 

Price regulation would not appear to be a necessary step at this 
time in connection with the UEA venture. Assistant Attorney General 
Thomas E. Kauper expressed this opinion in his testimony during Phase 
I of the hearings before the JCAE on actions necessary to be taken 
to insure supply of enriched uranium sufficient to meet present and 
future needs. He indicated that the justification for price regulation. 
would be that the economics of the enrichment process require that the 
industry will be a monopoly or, absent a natural monopoly, consist of 
a small number of competitors having the ability to set monopoly prices. 
With respect to the latter possibility he noted that enrichment customers 
are not small or extremely numerous and are sophisticated and informed 
customers who could be expected to have a bargaining position offsetting, 
to some degree, excessive pricing as in an oligopoly. 

2. If the startup of UEA is delayed to as late as 1983-85, should this 
proposal be considered in competition with gas centrifuge proposals? 

Answer: 

No. As stated in the answers to General Question 7, the UEA proposal is 
not considered to be an alternative to the gas centrifuge proposals. We 
believe that the next increment of added capacity, even if it should 
suffer such delays, should employ the proven gaseous diffusion process. 
The availability of this capacity will provide assurance of supply and 
will permit flexibility in the timing and sizing of centrifuge projects 
whose economics remain to be proven in a large scale production environ
ment. Since delay could affect either new gaseous diffusion or centrifuge 
plants, we believe it is clearly in the National interest to have both 
processes moving forward essentially in parrallel. 

3. What are the antitrust implications if UEA or gas centrifuge proposers 
decide to. get into the business of purchasing supplies of uranium 
feed as well as the business of producing and selling enriched 
uranium? Which agency or department would rule on any such questions? 
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Answer: 

We wish to defer to the views of the Department of Justice and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which have jurisdiction over such 
matters, as to the antitrust implications of UEA or gas centrifuge 
proposers deciding to enter the business of purchasing supplies 
of uranium feed as well as the business of producing and selling 
enriched uranium. Whether such vertical integration would be con
sidered inconsistent with the antitrust laws will depend upon 
the analysis of the Department and the Commission. 

4. Is UEA pricing nondiscriminatory or does the first buyer-in receive 
a favored position? 

Answer: 

Although UEA's negotiation with potential customers of the terms of 
UEA's contract to supply enriching services have not been concluded, 
we understand that UEA contemplates offering a favored position to 
customers making 25 year commitments to take enriching services in 
an amount sufficient to support UEA's proceeding with its project, 
i.e., contracts covering at least 75% of plant capacity. We under
stand that the price for services to these customers will be non
discriminatory among them and will normally consist of the costs 
of such services plus a 15% return on equity after taxes. The 
remaining "additional capacity11 , if any, would be sold to subsequent 
customers at the best market price obtainable with some of the 
proceeds of such sales applied to reduce costs payable by initial 
customers. 

5. Should the U.S. Government permit the same financial groups or companies 
to commit investments in both UEA and gas centrifuge proposals? 

Answer: 

Again we wish to defer to the views of the Department of Justice and 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Inasmuch as one of the barriers 
to entry in the enrichment industry is.its capital intensive nature, 
permitting the same financial groups and companies to participate 
in more .than one enrichment venture could result in additional ventures 
and a more competitive industry. Of course, the antitrust laws would 
apply to restrain any anti-competitive practices. 
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Mr. George F. Murphy, Jr. 
Executive Director 
Joint Co:nmittee 

On Atomic Energy 

Deat Mr. Hurphy: 

NOV l l ·1~10 

. 
Attached, for the information of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 
are answers to questions pos >d in your letter of October 1, 1975. 
It is noted that the questions appear to relate aloost exclusively 
to a single project, that conteoplated by UEA, ~·hereas the purpose of 
S. 2035, the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assura11ce Act of 1975, is to permit 
cooperative arrange:'lents with several private ventures leading toward 
achievement of a conpetitive private enriching industry. It needs to 
be stressed that the Act is designed to include a nur:ber of private 
projects, proceeding more or less in parallel, and that it should be 
consj.dered in this light. 

With respect to the UEA project, it ~ust be recognized that negotiation 
of that particular proposed cooperative arrangement has not been completed. 
The Act conteEplates that the basis for, and the general features of, any 
proposed cooperative arrange!'.lent are to be placed before the Committee, 
and subject to its oversight, before any arrangement could be entered into 
by the Ad~nistrator. Thus, in approving the ~uclear Fuel Assurance Act, 
the Committee would not, by that action, be approving a particular proposed 
arrangeme~t with UEA. Rather, th:? Col!rr!littee 'tdll have full opportunity 
to focus on and consider all aspects of the arrangement when a proposed 
cooperative arrangement is negotiated. 

You have previously requested a copy of Dr. Seamans letter of October 14, 
1975, to Mr. Staats providing our co~ents on the General Accounting 
Office's draft report on these matters. The GAO subsequently co~pleted 
and subcitted its report to tile Comnittee, together with a sl.l!!l!Dary section 
of our letter. !lowever, since the detailed supporting rationale for our 
very significant disagreement with the conclusions of the draft report 
was not included in the GAO final report (and in the light of your 
request) 1 am here1dth providing a complete copy of the October 14 letter. 
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Mr. George F. Murphy, Jr. -2-. 

While most of the factual inaccuracies of the draft report have been removed 
or corrected in the final version, the report re.nains, in our judgment, 
seriously deficient since its conclusions have not altered. He are now 
studying the GAO report in detail. 

Sincerely, 

Is/ 
Robert W. Fri 
Deputy Administrator 

Attachments: 
1. Questions and Answers 
2. October 14, 1975, letter 



GENERAL QUESTIONS 

1. How will UEA be able to build up design and management forces in the 
very short time schedule available? Where will they obtain experienced 
people in this very unique area? 

Answer: 

UEA would draw on the resources of Bechtel Corporation and its project 
subcontractors for engineering, procurement, construction, management, 
and the other more conventional design aspects of the project. Good-
year, another partner in UEA would be able to draw from its general 
management and operational experience in enrichment. UEA has, over the 
past three years, developed a cadre of technically qualified uranium 
enrichment design personnel. Because ERDA and its operating contractors 
are responsible for existing plants and for a major technology development 
effort, the experience and know how with respe2t to process design tech
nology specific to enriching uranium rests largely with ERDA and its opera
ting contractors. This experience can and will be made available to UEA 
from ERDA and its operating contractors on a full cost reimbursable basis. 

2. What services are to be pr0vided UEA and gas centrifuge proposals 
by ERDA? 

Answer: 

Services to be provided to UEA at full cost recovery include: Manufacture 
of barrier and seals; assistance in developing the plant description 
(establishing the size and numbers of stages); stage and cell layout; 
process engineering design; preparation of specifications for process 
and process related equipment; design review, review of development 
efforts; testing of new equipment; equipment supplier evaluation; review 
of startup operation and quality control procedures; development of 
training programs and training personnel, and developing environmental 
statements. It is expected that similar types of technical services 
would be requested and would be provided to successful bidders for gas 
centrifuge projects. 
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3. Do ERDA and its contractors have the resources and expert manpower to 
handle both the hedge plan and assistance to private enrichers? 

Answer: 

ERDA and its contractors do have the resources and engineering capability 
to handle simultaneously the gaseous diffusion "hedge plan" and assistance 
to UEA. fiesources and expert manpower could be a problem if it were 
necessary to maintain both projects for a long period of time. However, 
we do nc~ expect this to be a problem because we are assuming that 
the Congress will act in the near future on the President's plan 
and remove the uncertainty. 

We are not certain at this time of the extent of the effort that may 
be requested by the centrifuge proposers, but we can continue the 
necessary conceptual design work for a centrifuge project with 
resources now available. 

4. Is ERDA thinking about a revolving account for applying revenues 
against cost? 

Answer: 

ERDA has deferred further consideration of this matter until National 
Policy as to the future of uranium enrichment program has been 
established. 

In any consideration that is given to a revolving account, we must be 
very clear on the potential budget impact. For example: 

A. There has been some confusion in thinking that revenue from 
existing plants could offset the cost of a new government plant 
when, in fact, the revenue now being received is largely a reim
bursement of funds for the past and current construction and 
operation of the three existing plants. Building an add-on plant 
would involve negative cash flow into the 1990's for that plant. 

B. Even the revenue from the existing plants has not yet reached a 
level where it fully offsets expenditures on those plants and will not 
do so until sometime in the early 1980's. If revenues from existing 
plants were to be placed in a revolving fund the costs of other ERDA 
programs would still have to be paid from taxes or higher deficits. 

5. What is ERDA's target date for the start of design and power pro
curement if the UEA project is not accepted? What steps are being 
taken now in preparation for this possible event? (Proposals for 
architect engineers, construction, power and equipment, staffing, 
etc.) 

Answer: 

Conceptual design work has been under way since 1973, ERDA is maintaining 
a schedule that will permit completion of conceptual design and start of 
further design of an add-on diffusion plant at Portsmouth during the first 
quarter of CY 1976. 111is start will permit a half-size add-on diffusion 
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plant to be in full production in the first quarter of CY o4. In order 
to meet this schedule, it would be necessary to initiate negotiations 
for poW3r procurement, and undertake further work to identify architect 
engineering and construction contractors, for the Portsmouth site during 
the first part of CY 1976. Requests for Proposals for obtaining necessary 
architect engineering and construction work are being developed. 

6. How realistic is the target date of January 1976 for going ahead 
with uEA? What information has been supplied :o ERDA by UEA 
since their initial proposal made in December 1974? (Covering 
such items as power, utility contracts, partners, foreign 
negotiations, antitrust data, market data, financial arrangements, 
etc.) 

Answer: 

From a technology and engineering point of view, a target date of 
January 1976 for going ahead with UEA is realistic. 1he development 
of the plant description and other determinations required to establish 
the basic design approach and criteria should be advanced enough by that 
time so that significant nu~bers of additional engineers and designers 
can be put on the job. Since December 1974 there has been through the 
industrial participation program, a continuing exchange of information 
with UEA, which includes the conceptual design work being accomplished 
for ERDA's hedge plan. uEA has incorporated the basic concepts included 
in the hedge plan in the planning for their project. An active consulting 
effort for UEA was initiated by ERDA and its operating contractors in 
August 1975. Work on the critical path to develop the UEA plant de
scription has been accomplished. Cost of all work performed for UEA will 
be paid by UEA. 

Extensive information was supplied by UEA in February - March 1975 which, 
together with that supplied by prospective centrifuge enrichers, has 
been helpful in development of the Administration's program. 

We understand that UEA has had extensive discussions with a prospective 
po~r supplier (the Southern ComP3-11y), that further studies are being 
made by the supplier, and that they are moving forward on what appears 
to be a sound basis. UEA has kept ERDA infor.nally advised of their 
discussions with potential non-United States participant investors/ 
customers and expected domestic customers. UEA has kept EHDn generally 
advised of its activities toward securing domestic partners, including 
the recently announced partnership arrangement of Bechtel, Goodyear, and 
the williams Canpanies. Early enact~ent of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act of 1975 would undoubtedly provide a stimulus to the parties to conclude 
these arrangements. 

7. Did the tJEA proposal originally contemplate governmental guarantees? 
roes the ut.A proposal now have a canpetitor? Were potential coru
petitors ever given the opportunity to canpete with J~A on the 
basis that extensive governmental guarantees would be available? 
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Answer: 

As detailed subsequently in the answers to these questions, 
proposal did originally contemplate Government guarantees. 
the current UEA proposal involves less Government assurance 
earlier proposal. 

the UEA 
However, 
than its 

The UEA proposal was in response to the general policy first ennunciated 
by the AEC several years ago inviting industry to consider providing 
new enrichment capacity. 

An attempt was also made in 1974 to obtain industry participation 
specifically in demonstration sized centrifuge enriching projects; 
however, the program was not successful because it was not suffi
ciently broad, either in its scope or in the type of assistance 
contemplated. Subsequently, on June 26, 1975, a Request for Proposals 
was issued for Centrifuge Enrichment Plants which recognized that 
substantial Government assistance would be required to bring such 
projects into being. This was an outgrowth of an extensive dialogue 
with prospective centrifuge enrichers. The three firms who have now 
submitted proposals (CENTAR, Exxon Nuclear and Garrett) have been 
fully cognizant of the proposed forms of Government cooperation 
and assurances that are embodied in the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act of 1975. 

While the UEA proposal is the only one incorporating the gaseous 
diffusion process, we believe that the next increment of new enrich
ment capacity must employ this proven process to provide assurance 
of supply. 

Both UEA and the centrifuge enrichers are now competing for customers. 

8. Please make a comparison between the Bechtel December, 1974, proposal 
and their subsequent May, 1975, proposal. Does the May proposal 
appear to provide more overall guarantees to Bechtel/Goodyear or 
less? 

Answer: 

The December 1974 UEA proposal, as clarified in discussions with UEA, 
contemplated several forms of Government assistance, listed below. 
It must be recognized, however, that February - March discussions 
of this proposal sought to clarify all the forms of assistance that 
might be required rather than to arrive at the minimum possible 
assurances. 

A. Completion Guarantees, involving: 

1. Contingent Government loan guarantee (to assure 
an "A" rating for borrowings for domestic debt). 

2. Overrun funding by further Government loan gua
rantees or direct Government loans. 

3. Government assumption of domestic debt, compensation 
of danestic equity investors in case of "economic 
frustration" (e.g., licensing acti()n ae::.ay:::g er pre
ventin~ comnletion or ooeration). 
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B. ERDA termination of enough of its enriching services 
contracts to assure that the UEA plant is "sold out". 

C. Government's assumption of a substantial portion of the 
obligations of defaulting domestic utility customers. 

D. ERDA stockpile backup and load leveling of the UEA plant, 
involving: 

1. Access to Government stockpile on lease or purchase 
basis at outset of operations and for 5 years there
after to assure ability to meet customer needs, up 
to a maximum access of 11 million separative work 
units. 

2. ERDA purchase of product for its stockpile 
during first 5 years of operation if necessa~y 
to assure levelized operation, up to a maximum of 
6 million SWU. 

E. Government warranty of technology performance and equip
ment furnished. 

'Ihe May 1975 proposal substantially modified the earlier one by: 

A. Replacing the cJmpletion guarantee with the concept of 
project takeover by the Government, should the private 
effort falter prior to commercial operation. In such 
event, all or part of the domestic equity investment 
could be lost, depending on degree of responsibility for 
failure. 

B. Dropping the request that ERDA terminate enough contracts 
to load UEA's plant. 

C. Dropping the request that the Government assume significant 
contingent liability with respect to defaulting utility 
obligations. 

D. Limiting access to the Government stockpile to a maximum 
of 9 million SWU the first year, declining step wise to 
zero five years later. The ERDA purchase obligation, up 
to 6 million SWU, was not changed. 

E. Government technology and equipment warranty requests were 
not changed. 

'Ihe May 30, 1975, proposal involves considerably less Government-provided 
assurance than did the earlier proposal. There are now definable time 
limits on the Government's involvement, and the domestic equity proposes to 
assume greater risk. 
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FOREIGN PARTICIPATION 

1. Is the U.S. plant commitment the first step in the sharing of enrichment 
technology with foreign entities? How detailed are the criteria for U.S. 
firms and foreign entity participation? What triggers private companies 
to allow them to discuss the sharing of enrichment technology with foreign 
entities? Following discussions, what triggers the actual exchange of 
enrichment technology with foreign entities? 

Answer: 

No; the U.S. plants to be constructed under the Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act do not involve access by foreign entities to enrich.~ent technology. 
The commitment of a U.S. plant nas nothing to do, per se, with 
sharing of enrichment technologv and such sharing is neither more 
likely nor less likely due tQ CO"'' ~ ~,11ent o:' suc'h a plant. The possibi
lity of technology sharing with a spe2ific foreign entity is an indepen
dent event which must be judged on the basis of appropriate Government 
criteria. It has, however, been expec:ted that any imple:uentation of 
a technology sharing arrangement, ·which would have to~ the test of' 
National interest, would be implemented through the U.S. private en
richment industry. 1he creation of the International Energy Agency has 
been regarded as signaling achievement of the broad cooperation in energy 
matters on which subsequent steps in considering enrichment technology 
sharing were dependent. Ch .:·jI',::ary 2o, 19..,.5, a 1'11eeting was held with 
companies active in ERDA 's Incus:"'ial Participation Program. The policy 
of henceforth allowing U.S. canpa~ies who expect to provide enrichment 
capacity in the U.S. to initiate unclassified discussions with foreign 
entities, within the confines of the Atomic Energy Act and the require
ments of Title 10 of the Code of Federal tiegulations, Part 810 Rules and 
Procedures, was explained to the industrial participants. I-bwever, they 
were told clearly and explicitly that there could be no assumption that 
any proposed arrangement that might result from commercial negotiations 
would be approved by the U.S. Government. The Government would have to 
determine that the proposed arrangement would, on overall balance, be 
beneficial to the U.S. The Government's findings as to the acceptability 
of such proposals would consider: 

1. comJ)3.tibility with overall foreign policy objectives including 
effective international energy cooperation; 

2. assurance that international security interest would be protected; 

3. assurance of domestic U.S. interests including the surety of U.S. 
fuel supply needs being ~et, establishment of a competitive private 
supply industry; 

4. reasonable compensation to the U.S. public for publicly developed 
technology. 

Any arrangement which involved tne transfer of classified inforr:iation ~ould 
be subject to an appropriate Agreanent for Cooperation between the u.S. and 
the country or countries of the foreign entity and thus subject to Congres1 
sional oversight. No arrar..g~ents, which, if implemented, could rescl t in 
technology sharing have been propo'sed to ERDA. 
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2. Has Bechtel performed unclassified work in the enrichment field for 
foreign entities? With whom, in what detail, for how much money, 
and how were such arrangements approved? 

Answer: 

The following is a brief summary of unclassified activities which Bechtel 
has been authorized by AEC/ERDA to perform for foreign clients under the 
provisions of 10CFR810 (formerly 10CFR110). In general we do not know 
the dollar value of such work. In any event the dollar value had no 
bearing upon whether approvals were given. 

(1) Bechtel Siting Study for CEA (France) 1971 

In early 1971, the CEA announced that they had selected Bechtel 
to conduct a site selection st11dy for the Eurodif Enrichment 
Plant. Eurodif is based on French enrichment technology. The 
project was initiated at a meeting on May 1, 1971, and Bechtel 
was asked to find the optimum plant site in France for the enrich
ment facility based on a list of criteria specified by the CEA 
which included acreage and foundation requirements, power, trans
portation labor and water. No access was given to French enrichment 
technology and Bechtel had no access to U.S. technology. The study 
was conducted by the Bechtel staff working both in France and 
San Francisco. The site selection study recommended a on the 
Rhine, however, the French selected a site at Pierrelatte (now known 
as Tricastin). The study was completed in March 1972. 

This study did not require authorization under 10CFR110 as the 
requirement for specific authorization by the Commission for 
unclassified activities relating to uranium enrichment was not 
established until July 26, 1972. 

(2) Technology Services Requested by BRINCO Ltd., Canada. 

Bechtel was authorized to provide service in the following areas 
with respect to a proposed multinational enrichment plant in Canada. 

a. Economic Studies - an analysis of unclassified capital and 
operating cost data to determine cash flow requirements, 
effect of escalation, and projected selling price of 
separative work. 

b. Siting Studies - analysis of unclassified data on electric system 
requirements, cooling system requirements, site geology require
ments for structures, transportation requirements, and other 
related areas. 
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c. Schedule Studies - preparation of a master time schedule for 
engineering and construction of the project to the extent 
possible with unclassified data. 

d. Staff Training - instruction to BRINCO staff in the basic 
theoretical process calculations and unclassified published 
data pertinent to gaseous diffusion cascade operations to 
permit optimization studies and a technical understanding 
of a diffusion stage. 

e. Market Studies - assist BRINCO in preparing detailed market 
demand studies including the quantities of enriched material 
required at various enrichment levels for various regional 
markets. 

f. Presentations - to the extent required by BRINCO, utilizing 
data and information developed in the above tasks, support 
BRINCO in the preparation and presentation of information to 
potential investors, customers, and other interested groups. 

The AEC, by letter of August 1, 1972, approved the preceding items 
of the Bechtel scope of work and advised Bechtel any additional 
assistance would require additional specific authorization by the 
Commission. 

(3) Siting Study in Territory of Papua for a Japanese client 

Bechtel was authorized by the AEC on June 5, 1973, to undertake 
this unclassified study provided there was no objection from the 
Australian and/or Papuan governments and the information to be 
provided by Bechtel was based on unclassified information available 
in the published literature. Approval of the two governments was 
obtained and Bechtel completed this study. 

(4) UEA request to participate with the Japanese in a U.S. Enrichment 
Project Study. 

UEA was authorized on July 31, 1973, to participate with the Japanese 
Enrichment Survey Comnittee in an evaluation study concerning an 
enrichment facility to be built in the U.S. The scope of work for 
this project included general management activities, preparation of 
a conceptual design for 9 million SWU Baseline Gaseous Diffusion and 
Gas Centrifuge Plants, preparation of a business plan incorporating 
marketing studies and preparation of a project financing plan. 

'Ibe AEC authorization precluded transmission of any restricted data 
or other classified information, or unclassified technical data 
not available to the general public which might be considered useful 
in the design, fabrication or operation of a uranitnn enrichment 
facility, or specialized components especially designed therefor. 
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(5) Siting .Study in Western Australia for Japanese Client 

Bechtel was authorized by AEC letter dated November 15, 1973, 
to conduct the siting study based on unclassified published 
infonnation if there were no objection by the Government of 
Australia. Bechtel has advised that this study was not 
conducted since the Government of Australia did not grant 
an authorization to the client. 

(6) Supply of Unclassified Enrich.ment Technical Data to the Japanese. 

The AhC authorized UEA to transmit an unclassified report containing 
technical data involving the gaseous diffusion process which was not 
available to the public in general form. The report was part of the 
work carried out under the evaluation phase of the joint UEA-ESC 
program. The report was reviewed for classification and technical 
content by AEC staff prior to USA being authorized to release the 
report. The AEC authorization by letter of September 16, 1974, was 
given subject to the proviso that a ccxnmitment be obtained from the 
ESC that the data would be solely used for evaluation of further 
participation in the UEA project. 'Ihe ESC provided such an assurance. 

The AEC, by letter of October 17, 1974, authorized UEA to transmit an 
unclassified evaluation report covering a gas centrifuge complex to the 
ESC. This report was also reviewed for classification and technical 
content by staff prior to this authorization. 

(7) Siting Study in Zaire 

The AEC authorized Bechtel to conduct an unclassified site suitability 
study for a prospective uranium enrichment plant in the territory of 
Inga, Zaire. lb.is study was authorized by an AEC letter dated 
November 1, 1974. This study was to be sponsored by the Syndicat 
d'Etude de L 'Endustrie Atomique of Belgium with part or all of the 
costs to be borne by the Government of Zaire. We understand this study 
has not been carried out due to a lack of funding. 

(8) Unclassified Business Data to Iran 

The Administrator, by letter of January 29, 1975, authorized UEA to 
transmit its unclassified but proprietary Evaluation Phase Business 
Plan and Economic Analysis report to Iran. 

(9) uE.b Request to Transmit Unclassified Report Regarding Uranium Enrichment 
to Several Foreign Countries. 

EHlib., by letter of March 6, 1975, authorized ui.: ... to transrr.it to the 
Japanese ESC the following unclassified UEA. proprietary reports: 
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GDP System Evaluation Studies ~ Plant Design 
Add-on Plant Study 
Short Gradient Study, and the 
Evaluation Phase Business Plan and Econcmic Analysis 

Report 

ERDA also authorized UEA to transmit its "Evaluation Phase 
Business Plan and Economic Analysis" report to the following 
prospective customers. 

France 

Electric de France 
CEA 

Italy 

ENEL 
CNEN 

EN USA 

3. If G.S. guarantees the gaseous diffusion process now, (which 
is different than the arrangements two years ago when there 
appeared to be no U.S. Government guarantees involved in any 
arrangement by which the government would allow private industry 
to get into the enrichment business) -- why should U.S. firms 
be allo~d to benefit from the sharing of uranium technology 
when it appears that private firms have made no contribution 
to this effort and indeed even need governmental guarantees 
which would assure that there is no private financial risk? 

If these points are valid, shouldn't the question of sharing 
nuclear technology with foreign entities through private com
panies be reexamined in light of the U.S. Government guarantees 
of enrichment technology? 

Answer: 

First, there are several implications in the question that are not 
correct, e.g., that private firms will Sear no financial risk. It 
is not correct to conclude that there is no private financial risk in 
enrichment ventures. Depending upon circLIIlstances, there is risk 
of all or partial loss of equity, and/or loss of return on equity. 
1he preceding statement applies to the UEA project, and it is likely 
that it will also apply to centrifuge projects. 1he question of 
guarantee of technology was not addressed two years ago. Now that 
this point has been addressed, it is clear that it is appropriate for 
the Government to guarantee the technology to prospective enrichers 
si~ce the Government is the supplier. frivate firms will pay a 
royalty. Furthermore, private finns have made, and it is expected 
that they will continue to make, contributions to enrichment tech
nology at their own expense. 

:t appears that the question is directed tofte.rd the possibility of 
enr~chment technology sharing which was outlined by Secretary 
Kissinger in 1974 at the Washington Energy Conference and which 
~.as :.ee~ tied to achievement of certain National objectives. A~y 
s:x:r. ':.echnology sharing, if it were determined by the Government 
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to be in the National interest, is expected to be conducted through 
those private companies involved in uranium enricnment in the united 
States, recognizing, as one element, that u.S. taxpayers would receive 
reasonable compensation e.g. royalties for Government-developed technology. 
lhe prime criterion is that the United States should benefit in any 
such arrangement. lbe use of private firms as a channel for enrichment 
technology sharing abroad is appropriate for the following reasons: 

(1) Future decisions regarding any implementation of the tech
nology exchange principle remain totally in Goverru:ient 
hands, to be decided upon on the basis of National interest. 

(2) It is consistent with the premise that the u.S. system will 
be one of private enterprise. 

(3) It encourages private enterprise to invest in uranium en
richment projects which will lead to a private competitive 
enrichment industry, and further the development of enrich
ment technology by the private sector. 

(4) It tends to encourage foreign investment in u.S. private 
enriching projects as a way of establishing relationships 
with the U.S. companies. 

(5) It does not prevent the Government from obtaining desired 
Government benefits that would have to be obtained as a 
part of any approved arrangement. 

It should be strongly stressed that involvement by a private entity in 
domestic enrichment establishes no prior right to technology sharing. 
On the contrary, the Government retains full control over whether, or 
under what conditions, such might be permitted. 

4. Which foreign nations are expected to contract with UEA to buy into the 
plant? When is it expected that these nations will sign a final 
agreement indicating funds to be paid and the percentage of their buy-in 
to the UEA plant? Has the D::partment of State discussed the lJ£A arrange
ments with the foreign governments or organizations since the President's 
June 26, 1975 announcement? If so, what has been the foreign reaction? 

Answer: 

VEA has indicated that it expects its major investors abroad to be Iran, 
Japan, France and West Germany, with lesser participation by other coun
tries such as Italy, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Taiwan, and Australia. 
It is expected that passage of the l~uclear Fuel Assurance A.ct of 1975 
would ranove uncertainties that may be impeding foreign investors' deci
sions to participate financially in the prcject since it would then be 
clear that Congress supports the transition to a private enrichment 
industry. 
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Since the President's June 26, 1975, announcement, the Department of 
State, primarily through its embassies, has discussed with Japan and 
Iran the President's Plan for uranium enrichment expansion including 
UEA's proposed project. ERDA has also discussed this matter with 
officials of these two countries. Japan has stated that it is still 
too early to make specific arrangements with any of the U.S. potential 
private enrichers and it will make no decision until after it has care
fully reviewed its enrichment needs, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act is 
passed, and specific contracts between ERDA and U.S. enrichment projects 
are written. Iran has previously expressed its willingness to participate 
in UEA but this is contingent upon the negotiation of an Agreement for 
Cooperation. As of the present time, these negotiations are still in 
progress. 

5. How does the U.S. plan to avoid foreign controlling interest in the 
UEA proposal? (For example, foreign governments might exert pressure 
on U.S. companies that do business overseas in their country). 

Answer: 

The U.S. will insure that there is no foreign domination of the UEA 
project through its licensing process giving due recognition to all 
appropriate factors. Under the Atomic Energy Act, NRC must, as a 
condition of granting a license, assure that the UEA project is not 
subject to foreign domination. Also, ERDA plans to require that UEA 
offer foreign investors only a minority of ERDA voting rights. UEA 
has established Uranium Enrichment Technology, Inc. which is totally 
U.S. owned and which will be the entity with access to the technology, 
and Uranium Enrichment Services, Inc. covering financial and marketing 
matters, in which foreign interests will have the previously discussed 
minority voting rights. 

6. What are the rights of foreign entities if there is a takeover 
of UEA by the U.S. Government in the event that the UEA venture 
fails? Does the U.S. repay in enriched uranium, in enriching 
services or money, or does the U.S. Government have no obligation 
to foreign entities? 

Answer: 

We believe that the possibility of takeover is remote since the U.S. 
Government would be involved in the project from the outset and under 
conditions which will serve to make takeover highly unlikely. In all 
reasonable circumstances, however, if takeover were to take place near 
plant ccmpletion, the project would result in an operable plant. In 
this case all plant investment would be protected automatically by long 
term sales contracts for plant output. However, if the UEA venture 
involves takeover by the U.S. Government at an early stage, involving 
proportionately smaller investments to that point, the rights of foreign 
entities could vary according to wr...at the U.S. Government actt.4ally did 
with the plant. If the plant were completed and operated successfully 
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by ERDA, as is most likely, foreign debt and equity relationships 
would continue as the project was originally conceived, i.e., foreign 
customers/investors would receive their product on the basis of the pro
ject pricing formula which would recognize all project-related costs, 
including investment costs. The foreign investors would then have the 
U.S. Government as a partner in the plant. 

It is the intention of the U.S. Government to canplete the plant in the 
event of the takeover unless it would be to the economic advantage of 
the plant's customers, both domestic ~nd foreign to provide alternate 
capacity. 

In the remote contingency that the plant were not completed by the 
Government, foreign investors would receive, in fair and reasonable set
tlement of their interests: 

a. Any funds provided by them n)t required for liquidation 
of their share of obligations of the venture; and 

b. their share of the value associated with liquidation of the 
assets of the venture. 

Furthermore, under such conditions the Government would be willing to 
consider the possibility of foreign investment in any alternative pro
ject constructed by the U.S. Governrnent. And, of couse, the possibility 
of foreign participation in other private ventures would also exist. 

However, of most significance, all customers, both foreign and domestic, 
which had contracted for enrichment services from the uncanpleted plant 
would be assured by the U.S. Government that their contracted amounts 
of, and schedules for, enrichment services would be met by other domestic 
sources. 

It is to be em}i'lasized that the type of ERDA participation contemplated 
in the program gives great assurance that projects will perform success
fully, essentially equivalent in our judgment to the assurance associated 
with direct Government construction of new facilities. 

7. IX> foreign customers in the u£A venture want a long-term cornmitment 
insuring that there would be no U.S. export control relating to their 
arrangement under the UEA concept? If so, does this interfere with 
the Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission' s role in this field? 

Answer: 

we are not aware of any specific request of this nature. In any event, 
there is no action contemplated to exempt foreign sales by UEA from 
exp:Jrt controls or to interfere in any way with the Nuclear ii.egulatory 
Car.mission's role in this field. 

o. Is the JEA arranga::ient dealing in enri~hr:ient services as a cc:-:imodity 
rather than filling orders for identified reactors as is now the case 
in 2R.DA? If the UEA arrangement with foreign entities can be in terms 
of a cor:modity, what arrangements have been ~ade regarding excess material 
that a foreign nation might accumU:ate? 
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Please explain how difficult it is to enrich uranium up to 4%. Also, 
please explain the additional difficulty to enrich the 4% uranium to 
90%. Is it correct to say that most of the work in enrichment is done to 
get tte material up to 4% with it being much less difficult to go from 
4% to 90%? 

Answer: 

Under the proposed UEA arrangement, enrichment services would be dealt 
in as a commodity to the extent that identified reactors were not 
involved. As such a commodity, it would be subject to all appropriate 
domestic controls while in this country. Any excess material that a 
foreign nation might be permitted to transfer from the United States 
would be subject to the same export license and other requirements, 
including the appropriate provisions of the applicable Agreement for 
Cooperation, as now prevail or as might be required in the future. 

Depending upon the operating tails assay, 85-90% of the separative work 
required to produce 90% enriched product has been expended in bringing 
normal assay feed to 4% enrichment. 

To enrich uranium to 4% utilizing gaseous diffusion requires three sizes 
of equipment, which for a 9 million SWU plant are quite large in physical 
size. There would be a total of approximately 1200 stages, utilizing 
approximately 2400 MW of power. Such a plant could produce higher enrich
ment by operating at a low effeciency and at reduced power or by operating 
in a batch mode. In such a mode, the product would be withdrawn at an 
intermediate enrichment, the plant shut down, cleaned out, and the product 
refed and enriched to a higher level. These abnormal operations would be 
readily observable under applicable IAEA safeguards procedures, and would 
be very costly in both time and money. For comparison purposes, a gaseous 
diffusion plant specifically designed to enrich material to 90% or more 
would require several sizes of equipment and about 4200 stages. 

If the gas centrifuge process were being used, only one size of equipment, 
albeit large and complicated, is involved in a production plant. Due to 
the higher enrichment per stage of equipment -- relative to the gaseous 
diffusion process ~ only a relatively few additional stages would be re
quired to enrich material from 4% to 90%. Materials safeguards, control, 
and tamperproof instrumentation could detect such abnormal operations 
in a centrifuge enrichment plant. 

It is because of non-proliferation concerns such as this question raises 
that we believe it is in our best interests that the U.S. move more 
aggressively to provide timely U.S. enrichment capacity to serve a large 
portion at the foreign market, as such action would be expected to inhibit 
further construction of foreign enrichment projects. 

9. wbat studies have been performed by the U.S. Government regarding the 
classification of technology in the event of the sharing of enrichment 
technology with foreign entities as proposed by the Administration? 
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Answer: 

As indicated previously, enrichment technology sharing with foreign 
entities has not been proposed by the Ad.ministration. It has been held 
out as a contingent possibility if certain National interest benefits 
could be achieved and then only after appropriate review. To date there 
have been no studies regarding the classification of technology in the 
hypothetical event of sharing enrichment information with foreign entities. 
As noted in the answer to question #1, above, an arrangement for the 
sharing of U.S. enrichment technology would be judged on the basis of 
certain criteria, including the 11 assurance that international security 
interests would be protected. n If the determination is made that infor
mation classified by the U.S. will not be compromised or used to the 
detriment of the conman defense and security and the other criteria are 
met, then the sharing of enrichment technology could be considered under 
the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Any decision 
to make available unclassified, unpublished enrichment technology is, of 
course, also subject to similar legal criteria. In any event, classification 
policy decisions with regard to uranium enrichment technology will continue 
to be made on the basis of a careful evaluation of the benefits to the U.S. 
versus the risks to the conmon defense and security of the release of any 
information. 

TAKEOVER BY U.S. GOVERNMENT IN THE EVENT THE UEA VENTURE FAILS 

1. Is there sufficient inventory of separative work units to cover the long 
delay that would appear to be inherent in a takeover of the UEA plant 
by the Government in the next several years? 

Answer: 

Government participation in the UEA project is designed to assure that 
the project will work, thus the prospect of takeover is very remote. 
However, ERDA is making its stockpile plans to cover the eventuality 
that delays which impact agreed upon delivery commitments could occur 
whether involving takeover or not. ERDA will have available up to 9 
million SWU (1 year's production from the UEA project) to 11 backstop" 
such a delay. Stockpile backup for new capacity is not unique to the 
UEA project. Even if the Government were to build additional enrichment 
capacity, a comparable stockpile backup would still have to be maintained 
to protect against potential project delays. We do not feel that there 
would be a "long delay" inherent in takeover of the project from UEA 
if that were ever necessary. 

2. The UEA venture appears to have within it the requirements for a dual 
organization because of Government guarantees. This dual managerr:ent 
concept of shared responsibilities appears to be similar to the Clinch 
River arrangement. Does this potential problem increase the possibility 
of Government takeover as has teen the case in the Clinch River Breeder 
Reactor? 
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Answer: 

The basic management concept that UEA proposes for their project 
would vest the responsibility for management of all engineering, 
construction and operation with UEA. ERDA's responsibilities for 
guaranteeing plant operability involve identifying criteria which 
must be met to warrant Government-supplied components, plant opera
tion and performance, and monitoring the project to assure that 
these criteria are incorporated in the design, construction, and 
operation. We do not see the Government's role in support of its 
warranting the operation and performance of the process as involv
ing a mixed management situation as exist in the CRBR. It will, 
of course, be necessary for ERDA to set up a group to follow 
the project and exercise the various review and approval functions 
necessary in support of the Government's warranties and contingent 
liabilities, currently being spelled out in the negotiations of the 
basic ERDA/UEA contractual arrangement. Services provided to the 
project from ERDA and its contractors would be on a full-cost re
covery basis. 

3. What are the different actions needed now in the event of the 
transfer to the Government of UEA facilities and obligations 
in the event that UEA venture fails? For example, what would 
be the Government's role and responsibility in regard to (a) 
terms and charges for enrichment services (b) schedule of de
liveries (c) conmitments to subcontractors and suppliers and 
(d) obligations and any special arrangements between customers 
and UEA. 

Answer: 

In the remote event that the Government were to take over the pro
ject, we would expect to inherit an operable plant or one which 
could be made operable upon completion of construction. In such 
event, the Government would assume UEA's rights and obligations 
under UEA's contracts with others for the provision of services, 
materials, and equipment required for the design, construction 
and operation of the project and would assume UEA's obligations 
to supply enrichment services in the amount and on the schedule 
contracted for by its customers. Actions necessary at this time 
concerning these matters are the negotiation of appropriate pro
visions in the cooperative arrangement between UEA and ERDA af
fording ERDA sufficient participation in the development of 
the terms and conditions for UEA's contracts with its suppliers 
and customers to assure the provision of services and materials 
to the project in a timely and competent manner and that the 
amount and schedule of enriching services cOl'Illli tted to be supplied 
can reasonably be met by ERDA from the project's capacity (and/or 
ERDA's other sources of supply) in the event the project experiences 
difficulty. In this sense ERDA's actions would be essentially 
equivalent to those it would take if it supplied services from 
its own new capacity. 
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4. When does the U.S. Government commitment to takeover UEA end? 

Answer: 

The UEA proposal of May 30, 1975, proposes that this commitment would 
cease "one year after full scale, steady commercial operations". The 
precise definition of this term is being established in the UEA/ERDA 
cooperative arrangement. 

ANTITRUST 

1. Will UEA's entry into the enrichment field delay competition? Is 
price regulation a necessary step in connection with this venture? 

Answer: 

We do not believe UEA's entry will delay competition. In fact, 
as noted earlier, UEA, CENTAR, Exxon, Garrett, and above all, 
foreign suppliers are presently competing for customers. 

Price regulation would not appear to be a necessary step at this 
time in connection with the UEA venture. Assistant Attorney General 
Thomas E. Kauper expressed this opinion in his testimony during Phase 
I of the hearings before the JCAE on actions necessary to be taken 
to insure supply of enriched uranium sufficient to meet present and 
future needs. He indicated that the justification for price regulation 
would be that the economics of the enrichment process require that the 
industry will be a monopoly or, absent a natural monopoly, consist of 
a small number of competitors having the ability to set monopoly prices. 
With respect to the latter possibility he noted that enrichment customers 
are not small or extremely numerous and are sophisticated and informed 
customers who could be expected to have a bargaining position offsetting, 
to some degree, excessive pricing as in an oligopoly. 

2. If the startup of UEA is delayed to as late as 1983-85, should this 
proposal be considered in competition with gas centrifuge proposals? 

Answer: 

No. As stated in the answers to General Question 7, the UEA proposal is 
not considered to be an alternative to the gas centrifuge proposals. We 
believe that the next increment of added capacity, even if it should 
suffer such delays, should employ the proven gaseous diffusion process. 
The availability of this capacity will provide assurance of supply and 
will permit flexibility in the timing and sizing of centrifuge projects 
whose economics remain to be proven in a large scale production environ
ment. Since delay could affect either new gaseous diffusion or centrifuge 
plants, we believe it is clearly in the National interest to have both 
processes moving forward essentially in parrallel. 

3, What are the antitrust implications if UEA or gas centrifuge proposers 
decide to get into the business of purchasing supplies of uranil.IIl 
feed as well as the business of producing and selling enriched 
uranium? Which agency or department would rule on any such questions? 
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Answer: 

we wish to defer to the views of the Department of Justice and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which have jurisdiction over such 
matters, as to the antitrust implications of UEA or gas centrifuge 
proposers deciding to enter the business of purchasing supplies 
of uranium feed as well as the business of producing and selling 
enriched uranium. Whether such vertical integration would be con
sidered inconsistent with the antitrust laws will depend upon 
the analysis of the Department and the Commission. 

4. Is UEA pricing nondiscriminatory or does the first buyer-in receive 
a favored position? 

Answer: 

Although UEA's negotiation with potential customers of the terms of 
UEA's contract to supply enriching services have not been concluded, 
we understand that UEA contemplates offering a favored position to 
customers making 25 year coomitments to take enriching services in 
an amount sufficient to support UEA's proceeding with its project, 
i.e., contracts covering at least 75% of plant capacity. We under
stand that the price for services to these customers will be non
discriminatory among them and will normally consist of the costs 
of such services plus a 15% return on equity after taxes. The 
remaining "additional capacity", if any, would be sold to subsequent 
customers at the best market price obtainable with some of the 
proceeds of such sales applied to reduce costs payable by initial 
customers. 

5. Should the U.S. Government permit the same financial groups or companies 
to comnit investments in both UEA and gas centrifuge proposals? 

Answer: 

Again we wish to defer to the views of the Department of Justice and 
the Nuclear Regulatory Coamission. Inasmuch as one of the barriers 
to entry in the enrichment industry is its capital intensive nature, 
permitting the same financial groups and companies to participate 
in more than one enrichment venture could result in additional ventures 
and a more competitive industry. Of course, the antitrust laws would 
apply to restrain any anti-competitive practices. 
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The Honorable Elmer B. Staat• 
The COllpb"oller General 

of the United Statu 
WallhinCJt:,on, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Staataa 

Thank you for i:he opportunity to reviw an4 001111ent on you 
draft ~on the expansion o~,.uanim -.riotment oapaeiQ 
in the Unit:ed StatQ. Aa in4ioatad !a ~ Praaid.ent.'• Jutw 26, 
1975, -•••te to Contraa•..- tb1a •t.tar la of vre•~ !Jli>ori:an99 
to the Nation. -,.. 
The President'• propo•al waa ... i9ne4 t.oa 

• Make olear 1-41&-1.y oar NatJ.onal coaai~t. to 
pro.U. the n•a.4 iacnaM in u. s. capaoi qr to 
prodacre anriche4 m:ui• fer domeauc ad fonlCJD 
nuclear powu planu • 

• Retain u.a. leaderahip •• a npplier of aervioea 
and technology for peaceful uaea of n11elear energy • 

• Aaaare ..rly ereaUon of a private competitive uranium 
enriclt-t .t.ndutq - en4iDf the GD'lernMnt. 
..... IJ'. T 

• ._DG!Wliah the .tao• wii:h ll•U• or no ooat to 
~ and vi~ all neoeaaary oontrola and 
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plant:, (b) .. ~t. allft14 lnd.14 and owa th• ltlaft incre
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llboa.14 be araated t:o take ~ edating and tile nan ...., eapaei_.. 
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2 .. we believe the moat complete, accurate and objective 
poaaibl• analyais and presentation of the problems issues, 
and alternatives is necessary to increase public under-
standing of the President's proposal and to provide the 
baaia for early Congressional action on that proposal. 
However, as detailed below, the presentation, ana_lyais 
and evaluation in your draft report ia not auf fio .. ently 
complete, accurate or objective to austain its ooncluaiona. 

We believe the report should be improved substantially 
because it: 

• Doe• not address fully the President's propoaal • 
• Containa factual inaoouraoiea or misinterpretations • 
• Omita important considerations which , if taken into 

aooount, would lead to different conolusiona. 
Reflect. pbiloaophio preference• (e.q. for a Govern
ment Corporation) rather than an objective evaluation 
of the many considerations involved. 

• Does not emphaaize the urgency of a decision on 
axpandinq the Nation's uranium enrichment capacity -
whi.ah ia important to our international leadership 
in nuclear energy and our non-proliferation objectives. 

Briefly, our major aubatantive reservations about the report 
are aunnarized below. Each of these points ia discussed 
further in Attaohmant A and detailed paqe-by-paqe commenta 
on the draft report are included in Attachment B • 

• The draft report ia almoat exclusively limited to a 
di•ouasion of a propoaal (•till under neqotiation) from 
one indus1:rial group - Uranium Enrichment AaBOOiatea -
UBA, almo9t to the eJDCluaion of an evaluation of the 
President'• total proqram which would cover a number of 
cooperative •9Z'•ements with firms that wish to build 
pl.anta wai119 dif fuaion and centrifuge technology in the 
transition to a private competitive industry. 

• The dJ:att report doe• not reflect a clear understanding 
of ~. r-ining uncerilainties in oentrif uve technolocn 
or the role that both technologies can play in aequanoe 
in achieving a private competitive induaU'y • 

• The report does not aeem to recognize that followinq its 
concluaiona may prevent ever achieving a private acm1petitive 
uranium enric1-n~ inc!u.try -- even thouqh it professes to 
support that objeotive. 

• The re~ (a) tme!erstatea th• riska to be uaumad by 
private firma that are oontemplated in the P%9aidant'• 
propoaal, (b) undaratates the riaka to OBA in it. proposal , 
and (o) over8tate• the potential rlaka and costs to th• 
Oovernaent. ~. 

I 
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• Th• nport. dou not aaal.yse objectively iu atronv 
reoomaen4at.ion t.hat a ~vermnent corporation be created 
to pzovide urani\llll enrichment •ervices -- whiob corpora
tion would have many of th• aaae drawback• aa direct 
90V9rnment financin9 • 

• ,. 'l'be cliacusion of callh flow and Government financin9 
ia inaccurate and mi•.l•adinv in t.hat it (a) doea not 
make clear the large bud9et otat.laya that would ruul.t. 
over the next f.., year• if the Governmen• builds new 
capacity; (b) incorrectly iapli•• that coat.a of a new 
add-oa Govemm.nt plan• would be recouped in about 
i year•1 and (c) confllSM revea• from exiatin9 plaata 
and eventual revenue tram a new add-on Government 
plant. The revenue f.r:ca existing plants is largel~ 
a repayment for past and current costs to t.axpayen 
for buildin9 and operatin9 these plants. 

• The atat-nt. tbat Govexmnent-ownecl capacity could 
be added at a coat aigJlifiCimtly leaa than that of 

/ a aiailar aised privaUJ.7-owned plant igao.r.. tha 
> broader benafita of priT&te financi.n9 and ownenhip 

of Uani\D enrichment plaau inallldin9 the poaaibility 
of atuact.ia9 amae $2 billion in foreip capital for 
~ OBA plant. 

• While an -rly deciaion on the approach to exp1UU1ion 
of u.a. aapaciq is -•ential to maintain the credibility 
of the u.s. a.s a reliable aupply source, a delay of one 
year or ao -- beJoD4 the OBA pl•nne4 dab for having a 
plant OA liu -- voal.4 not: pre.at •erioua probl-. 
l'llrtilezmore, al~119h a balf-aiaed, GoverwDt-owaa4 
a.44-cm plant could be oampletecl by tJw beginning of 
198,, a pl.Ant eqaivalen~ in aapacity t.o ~ propoaed 
UBA plu• could not be brought on line uaUl at lea•t 
18 moat.ha after i:he preaant:ly aabeduled dab for OBA 
plant ooapeletioa (mid-1983) • 

• The critioi- ia tbe draf~ report of private Yeatuu • 
plua to obtain long-t.eza •taJte-or-pay• contract• for 
.u-icb-nt aerviou, and twplie4 criUai .. of not. providing 
the vaniaa which ia to be enricbecl, aagg••ta that GAO 
llllJ' not r900CJDi•• cnarmt, widely aooepted pract:icea. 
"Take-or-pay• aoatracta are now Wied by &RDA in Hllin9 
aanicaa fDa exiaUD9 plant.a and are of~ used in 
i.ndut.J:y -- for ex-.ple by utiliU .. in purchaaing coal • 

• The ari~ici- of priT&te Y9Bblrea 1 al.Owwa ia •iplng 
up foraip auto.era auq9•t.a a lack of undent:an•Uag 
of the iapa" of the 8DCU1:.aint:~ while convreaaional 
..UOa ia awaited, and tbe poaitive affeat t:hat early 
eonvr .. aional appn>?al wou.14 haft. 

_. I 
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• The riport ia CO¥nc._ in ooncaludiD9 tiwlt. ~ a&f~din9 

of nucl-r -.ter:lal• and pzot...U.O. of cal-if.led t.ealuaology 
ia not. an ia•• 1n t.h• clebau over Govermaant. w. private 
CNBerahip of a plant.. However, we believe th• repon 
ahollld esaphuiae ~t. prompt. &at.ion toward apandiq the 
Hat.ion'• urani\lll enrichment. capaoi._y would be a major 
CODtri.but.ion t.o cont.inued u.s. t.ecbnoloqical laadership 
and to non-proliferaUon objeot.ivea. 

We urge strongly that. 'the General AccounUng Office proceed 
pro11pUy vi.th t.be correct.ion &Del ccmapletJ.on of it.a r:epon ·~ 
that. it will no~ conuibute further to delay in Con;r•••ioMl 
a~ on th• Pre•ident'• propo8al. •• belifta it. ia e•••n~·· 
that. a Jlatlonal 4eoiaion oa -- ••n• for expuclinv u.s. oa~1'f 
to -.riah uanJ.wa be reached without. furt:her delay. 

we are prepared to cooperate fally in p1'0Yi41D9 any a441Uonal 
tnto~tion and aaaiatanae that. you Iii.pt. need in coaplet.iDcJ 
your report. 

Sincerely, 

)~ /f.f ~u,./ 
aoMrt c. ••-n•, Jr. 
Adntaiatrator 
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M'TACllMBM'! A 

DB'.rAILBD DISCUUXO• or PROBLIDIS SUMMARXIBD 
IN 'IHB LET'l'ER '1'0 MR. STAATS 

• '!be Pn•J.deD•'• leti•laUw propmal prod.&. 
t.be bui• for nego~iaUli9 cooperad.va agne
menu wit:h a mmber of privau fiza9 tilat: 
pxopo9e to fia•ace, buil4, own, and cperat.e 
ua.niaa enrio!uaent planb - both cliffuaiOA 
an4 aeaat.r:ifaga - ao t:ha~ th• .. Uoa J1A7 .,.. 
towaZ'4 a pd.Tate ocmpetJ.Uve lnctuay • 

• The con~ for thi• proposal 19 t-.onaa••' 

) 

~--
• '!be Atmia BMrtY Aot. require8 ~t. "'!be 

deYelasirrnt., - and control of au.ia 
~ ahall be clireotecl 90 .. to • • • 
·~ free oompet.ition in priYate 
eatezpriae.• 

I 

• A pngr• wu undertaken to prodtlie 1n4Q8U7 
witll ...... 1:0 u.rlohntrt~ t.ealmo~ .., that. 
f iau 001114 deaicle whether to entiar t:he 
fiel.4. 

• One fim, Oram• anriclment. Aasoaiat... (UU.) , 
-. propo-4 to buU4 a plan aJJJ.d.n9 tbe 
pzoND 9M•- 4iftui• pn•M• W li&t.U&7 

·--

the w4 for the next: J.Mzwt. of oapacd.~. 
are. f1ZM haw now pzopoee4 plaaa a.1n9 
oeat.rlhge t:eab-lon fOr ncaeedin9 ~-· 

• 'Iba ~· npon focuae8 narrawl:r on t:he pnpoaa1 
nbld.~ b.r VD. '1'bia pJ:OPOAl 18 !llipon.aH be
..... .1.t ia i:be anly on• that mal• with ~ Md 
i..zlP Dk of ..... 4 oapaaitLr• llDW8"r1 i• -~ Jae 
't'f.....S 1a iu paper ..,.t-.ea, l.••• u ~ ·~ 
poll* for ...,U..~ a OOOJIUllilW epl IBID~ -4er 
tba pnp>•e4 J.etisl&Uoe ....... -~ fint 
nep ia priY&te fl.Dancdng a4 GllrMnhlp ef all 
tuan ~u of •paci~. 

-
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• Mi•unmratandiDCJ8 are reflected in the report'•: 

' • Prompt dludaaal of 4iffuaion •• being unlaportant 
in moving toward pri•ate inwl~t, ad the ~\aaP . 
~ oenuif1199 aa an easier -- rat.her than more 4iffi• 
cult -- solution without private finanoincJ an4 
ovnerahip of a 4iffuion plant as a fint •tap. 

• eonciuion that UBA'• choice of diffuaioa tecbaology 
i• ou val14 ~llOA for rej~ iu pnpoaal. 

• Repeated referenae to oentrifup u t:be •more 
effiai•t t•lll•J.ov• -- without r..,._lslng ~· 
unoeruinU• aaaoeiabcl witn it. 

• 8119Pation that ceat.rifug'e vent.urea ahoW.4 accept 
JDOre riak wbeD cauifu9e involve• greater riab. 

• fter• i• paera1 agre1m11a~ tlaa- ~· n..- iauwt of 
OaptleliQ 00.U •t.iliae 4iffuaioa t.ecbnolocn. There 

. \ 
\ 

i8 alM aalNltaaUal •P••••- t:aa• auaoeodtnv iacrwnta 
mo.14 .uu.. oeavJ.flage teabnoloa - b1't 'tlli• i• not 
auue4. 8'1blluatial eoonoaic unaert&iad. .. rmein and 
t.be 41ffuiaa pxooe8a -Y atill JM ocapeUtive for tunre 
iaor1r1au • 

• u.1. aent.riht• i:eabMleV i• well aJae1• of ou..r aatioaa 
u4 a piln pnclaotJ.Ga p1ut. 1• aolledal .. ~t:o be CIOllplete4 
in 197,. But, we do ao~ yet know tha ecoaoaioa aa4 
nllabili~, for example, of .... prod\IOd.on of tlae 
required large n\Dlber of oentri"-e wliu, or t.be 
operati.A9, -intenance and replaawnt coata of a\ICb 
.... pro4aae4 Wlita • 

• Beeaw of treater unoenabt.J.•, pd••u fU.. wblllng 
to Wl8 the -b'ifa9e ........ ._.. llee4 -n wu•·
and be able to ..... 1e8a ri.811 -- dinoUJ' 001lt.ftl:7 
to the report'• ooacluieml. 

\ 
< 

' 

. ' 

\ 
' 
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A suooessful private diffusion venture would -
oontruy to t:he draft report. -- have a direct 
relationahip to the suoaea• of private centrifuge 
venturu. For example, it could demonatrate: 

• The end of uncertainty -- rather than oonUnued 
delay -- as to whether the Government i• •eriowa 
about aatabliahing a private aompatitiva induai:ry 
and andift9 ita monopoly • 

• That private industry can raise capital~for J:ndldin9 
enrich .. nt plant.a and eatabliah ••'-i•faottoxy relat.f.o~
abJ.pa with cuatomara, both domestic and foreign. 

• That private industry financin9 a.n4 ovnerahip 1• 
po••ibla while maintaininv all neaea•ary controls 
and aaf•9'1Ud•· 

En4l119 a Govunment. mooopoly i• ex~nas1r diffilNlt at bu•. The cnsrruil need to comait w ~Z' new plan_. 

\ .. 

u-

off era an ...Uent opportunity. Th• Pro9ha• that baa 
been made thu far in movin9 toward a pi:iva• OOllpat.itive 
indu.atry -- incluclin9 the propoaala now hfore BRDA --
i• the r .. ..it. of (a) the •tatutory ~t oihd 
earlier, (J:t) a aitrOl\9 policy poaition taken in 1171, 
and (o) a Yi.Von• effort by induatry to n•pon4 to 
the aovernmeat'• acniona, and (d) a ~rte4 effort 
by t:be Qovuwn~ to define cctnditiou wadar which 
auah involvmaen• can oocur with all necellaary control• 
and •~99'la%'48• 

\ I 
t I 

I 

"I 
I 
I 
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• To daaida now to build more gov.rDJDen~ oapa.ity 

(after a period of any yean without: 0011111:.ruftiq 
nav planu) could no~ belp ir.t: oaa't tloul»u - mac•9 
potent.ial private indua~xy participant:. and aut:cmera, 
domeai:.1a and foxaip - abou't current or future u
aertiGll.8 ~t tile ~t: ia Mrioua in ita effort:• 
to in"V'Ol"N induatry and end iu monopoly. 

• Contrary to laplloaUou ia the report, there ia no 
•troD9 reaaon to •uwut: t:hat:: it: would be eaaier or 
more effecUv. t:e be.,la ~• t:ranaitioa t:o a ....-ut:ive 
indwaf:z7 with ceatd.flllf• taolmolea. Hot: oaq would 
the s- t:ypea of Gcmrnment: oooperaU.on and ~ 
aa•uranoaa be ~ - and poaaibly more beoaue 
of the J.arver uncerta.lnU• - but: th• anaUon of a 
Gova~'t aorporation at this U.. would anducut: the 
whole cona.pt of a privaa industry in the field. 

• '1'ba J:9POR fail• to i:acotni•• the riab 1:hat: privat:e 
firma W'CNld have ill deal.inc; with lnll.U-billioa dollar 
pr:ojeota inwlvin9 cluaified tecbnolon whiah hu DOt 
~ been prO'ND in a OL""'M*roial M"11a9. Withon 
aoapU.on, potend.al ent.ru.ta 1n the m.riah.f.119 in4uur 
a4 npn11uud..u of '1l• u.a. fln-.lal oo 1 ·••
vi•M4 t:la18 aotJ.ri~ u prenntJ.av abDoma1 baa.f.nM• 
r1* - aaoozdinv to their t.e•t:tllOQ befon t.M JCU 
in lt7t bearb9a. 

al, 

• ~ report dou not noopi.. adeqaately that, Uder the 
Prem~·· ~·•al, Ckrluimut -~ voaU l.u~ :\' 
onl:r for a Uaitea t.rau1Uon period an4· .._ ~ ~~·· 
mat:c:maUoal.17, l.MYia9 tlae plant:~ vitla --.r bain..a \. 
rialta for at: leut: the 20-25 :r-ar pad.e4 of pla• :\ 
~. \ 

• The xeport noem 1n4a getting •more equitable llhUin9 of 
riaJta• vhen cen.trihg• technology is ~. bui: •ivu no 
cl•r in4iaati• of what, 8P90ifioal.17, would oaaatii:ute 
•mr• eciaitabla 8harin9 of rlaU• or llOw W.. goal llitb~ 
be ilChiewd. ftare aeema DO reCIO(JDit:J.oa tba• -i:.rif\19e 
tec1aao1.017, 1a tba wr t.m:a, in"Nl'ftMI ma rt.It *-8 
diffuaiaa '*"31101og. 

\ 
\ .. 

'• 

. .. . 
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In the oa•• of th• OBA propoaal, the re~ (a) 
erroneouly ea~ or iaplia -in ••veral. context.a 
t:Aa• OBA wul.4 noeive a CJUU•...a lit re~U'D on 
equit:y, and (b) fail• to grup that, whil~ OOllPl•te 
loaa of pri•at.e equity ia the project 1a ferhapa re11C>te, 
then i• a aubatuUal riaJt of parUa1 1oaa of private 
equiq. ftu, 1'be report 9iYM an anoneou and 
4iatortecl Tiew of the UD pz:opoaal. . ... It la panicululy 
!Jlportaa• tbat ~ quMd.Oll of riaJt be ~Y u4 
fairly tr:eate4 ahce •inadequate riak• 1a oeaual 'Ito 
the GAO th .. i• that t:ba pzopoaal. be rejeote4. 

The report iapli• t:ha~ tnre an au•tuUal flpanc~ 
rllka to the Goven.aent, • .9., tile illplioat.1.on at. tllie' , 
outHt. t:bat tbe Goftft"nt pzoMbq ""14 apud $8 W.~·--.1.oa 
to iJlpl1•1n1' it.a propo•a4 Protr• -- when the pl.all - ,~, 
virtull.y aaaurea that th!• will not happen. \ 

' . 
The report fail• b3 note that even wider t:h• mo•ti • ""' , ! ••Yere aoaaeqMDG•• (need for Go~t. •o take over · 
a pnj .. •) -- ln alone the more :u.ui~ oUcnmatlbou, ·l I !m'm• f!!!l!! ;:!1 ~at riU. Go't'enwt !un«a ~~ : 

MriCoYU 1 iii__iJli liOia \Jae pr1..- .. \. 
pi:oject b11t. ia aay aa .. , h"aa the Al• of uaDi• . "' 
eariabaent •enicea. 

. ' 
Tha argaent tha~ riaka WCN1cl be un411ly ldaifad to ~ \ 
Federal GoY•rwnt. O'YU'looU t.he f~ ~t if tile Fedu:. 
GoTernwt. fiun•• an4 OWM a44itlonaJ oapaciq it: .,. 
bean all tile riata for tbe eatJ.n life of •luta. 

5. Th• draft ~ 4oea !!!l....!!!!Az• obiec.U_Db ita ·~ 
rec: 1endiil0Dihil a™• ood!ilOD Le C£,eatir 
to provldi ariil• ea.rlcbliliiint .auvlca. i'Or exanile'a ·" 

\ 
\ 

• 

• 

Tbe u..nioa that Mnagwiat. by • Go'99mm11~ ooxpora
tion "°814 be -.or. effeoUn• ia nn Mckeel llP b.F 
reallOM -- Miier ~ fr••'i91 fxo. "1le itudget. an4 
appxopriaUw pnoeaa whiaJa .. 7 be u.deairable. 

The re;ozt •••• to ooaolwl• tbat. a CJoTerwatt corpora
tioa i• .w1bow •11b9t:aat.ial.ly cliff.rent frca th• 
~- &JIDA-nn operat.ioa wbea. ia hot, it. aUll uomu __ ,i•Jly to GOD•lwU.on of a Goverwnt 
llODOpOl~. 

\ 
\. 

\ 
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• Many dilla4vanta9'N1 of a :...~t eo~ration - wtdah _,,,/ 
al•o apply in wi: au• tro the present operations -
are not. _tdone4, baladlnga 

• Urani• enria!mtnt J.a not. an act.J.vity that can be 
perfozmcl w.11 ml.!' lly i:he l'ederal Ccma:rmnen1!. It 
1• .. •entlally a ocm•rcd.al/indwa1:rial activity • 

• Uraniua enrioJm1nt. .. XTJ.ae eapacity muat: expand 
rapidly o-nr t:he next f- year• and that expanaion 
ooul4 occur in tbe prlnte MCi:Or - rather than 
svell tbe l'edaral aect:or. 

• Borrowing fxoa the !'naaury by a Govemmant corporailon -
aa in the -- of DM bdlti.ll9 added capacity - voul4 
add t.o tbe t:.o1:al Of the nailonal debt and net outlay• 
would ad4 t:.o tba Federal budget defioit • 

• Aa the Ration'• reliaaoe on nuclear power growa, main
taining a Federal --.oly voul.4 lead to an •pr90eduW 
da9ft9 of Federal oont:rol OYer i:he Nation'• elaoutoal 
wqy npply an4 endf D9 that monopoly aoul.4 beCOB* ~ 
•n diffi0'11~ with aa entrencbec! Gofttswt oorporation • 

• The Kat.ion would for.go the adTantaqa• of private 
caapetit.ion vhioh can provide lncent.ivee over the 
lon9 run tor la.r ao11u, improved effieieace• and 
tieabnological ·~t - u well u •more diver .. 
bue for utlUtt... to ol>Uia t.beir tul. 

• '1'ba uvwnt in ~ ftp.rt 1:.batt au. may eAOOmlter 
p~lw in ~ ~ debt fiuncln9 becaue 
of anUoipaUd ~ of •pi1:al in i:he u.s. would 
llPPlY eciuallr t.o bonowbg bf a Goverm.ni: Corporailoa • 

• The poa•ibi11Q' of •W,nv up a GoverDMnt. Corporad.on -
to uu OftJ: m.au.g plant.a and finaw, build an4 
opu&tie - ---- - 1a dme to Wt. .... U.8. Meda for ad4it1oaal oapaeit:y .U open to ••rioua qu-uoa • 
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• construction of additional aovemment eariohinv 
faciliti•• woul.4 have a significant near tera bllClget , 
impact. The iDiUal iaar-t. of a Go~ aM-on 
plant. would involve bad9et. ouUaya iA the ped.ocl of 
l'Y lt76 to n 191J of abo\lt. $1.6 billion (197' 4ollara). ~ 
A Goverwnt-awn8d plaa~ aoaparabl• in •in to th• ""' 
UBA plant would require nearly $2.5 billion (iD 197' 
dollar•) in outlay• between FY 197' and PY 1913. 

I 

• Thu• outlay• 001lld repreaent. a aignificant &4dit1onal 
fiD&1M1iJ19 r~• fzca dcmeaUo luda, partiaularly 
over the nexi: f• yean. 'l'h• au. pmPOJ1a1 a'1bai t.te4 
in May and now ~ aubjeot of D.e90tiationa aontea
plata• uing aignifi-t amounu of fonitn capital -
but. with fim u.a. 09lluol of th• ventua -- th• 
ainimiain9 the illpaot. of f inanoi1a9 requiramenta on 
dollaatic oapiUl. market•. 

• An add-on plan~ woul4 not. pzoduoe eDO\J9h revenue to 
recoap coat.a •td.l af tar lt90 rat:ber 1:hu in 6 1eara 
a• tha 4ratt repon !apU... 

• Revenue• froa axi•Unv uraaiaa enriold NJ planu laq•lr 
npr•ent a rapaJllellt for ooata bome by th• ~yera. 
Th .. • revenuu are oounted on to offset the aoata of 
exiatinv plADu and other Federal provr- ancl, if not. 
available for ~ purpose, voulcl haYa to be replaced 
by bivtier taxu or clef18J.ta. Th ... rnenw ahoulcl 
not be cou.fue4 witdl tile aYUtual reYenw fnm 1"flldi99 
new aovermaent. capacity. 

I 
',1 

I 
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• There undoubt:edl.y would be acme aavinp in builclinq an 
add-on Govemment faaility -- tJu:ough-.uae of COllllOD 
support facil.1Ue• and from tyi1l9 in with an exiatincJ 
plant'• pZ'OdllGtJ.oa pxoc••r bft a conatruot:ion co•t 
differential is unlikel.y t.o ba aa gr-t aa GM>'• 
eatiaate of $600 mill.ion. 

BaVev.r, it auat be recognized that thia differential 
(a) J.gnor• the a\lbauntial aclvant.agea of .oviJav 
toward a pri'ftt.e competit:J.Ye indutlt.ry, and (b) ignoru 
the greater potential of dravin9 on foreign aourcas 
of fJ.n.anciJav (b\&t with u.s. oont.rol) if private 
indua~ i• involved. Th• UBA propoaal eontemplat.
attraotin9 aoae $2 l>illion in foreip capiu.1 vhicb, 
if it can be attaine4, would rea\llt in 4cmaat.ic capital 
f inanci.ng of aome fl billion l•• than for a 
aovernmeat plant. 

• A number of the benefit. of private fin&Aoin; and 
ownarahip are a1vmarized under point 5, above. 

• Th• draft r•Port reflect• concern about potential 
•liPPA9• in the date when UEA woul.4 haft a plant on 
line. OBA'• pmponl oontemplat.u inid.al. prodllCilon 
ill ltll with full product.ion in aid-1,ll. 

• If the Goftrm91lt were t.o add on a •half-aiaa• plant to 
an exi•tin9 pl.ant, hitJ.al pl.'04\ictJ.oa would not begin 
uatil 1913, with full pzoduct:ion at the bevinntng of 
ltl,. If the add-on plant vu equivalent in capacity 
to taat of the t.JBA-propoaed plant, i.nit.ial produotion 
voa14 co •nae ill lt8J with flall produetioA at the 
begfnnin9 of 1985. 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

,-. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
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• Xn aDJ' cue, the oanoellatiou in n\lClear power plu
orclen and alippa9- in plant. on-line dat- here and 
abroad -- COllbi:ned with th• ability of the u.s. 
Government. to \lae ita atookpJ.le of earicbed u-ani• -
would allow flexibilitty to aooo'W'Odate some allppage 
in tba on-l.ine dau plOpOllecl by UEA. 

• Whether or not. there would be a clelay ia •til.l a matter 
of conjecture. Scme b.U•ve OBA ooul.d not ... t ita 
pzopo•ed •ohedul•1 o~ poin~ Ollt. ~t. pd.vat.ely
mana9ed oonatruoUon pzojecta aoul4 move m:>n quiaJr.ly 
than tho.. undertaken for the Government. 

• Lon9-tena "t.ake-or-pay• eontraata are now u.sed by 
BRDA. for enrie-tr1nt. aeniw froa GoYeuaNat.-owned 

\ 
\ 

planu and foraip aoveea. Al.so, BtmA ooauact.a \ 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

requin a allM~t.J.al out.er clown p&Jment.. MoreoY•r, , 
f im ••-a.v w -.i.r c•uifv.p t.eobDOl.otY viU 
moat. llJtelJ' employ 10D9-ttma •t.aJce-or-paJ'• coau~. 

Loag-tana •take-or-pay• conuaot.a are oc:wm:m in induatry, 
puUoularl1' betwaea aUliti• ancl fima in the coal 
iAdaai:r7. I.ah oonu:aau are ue4 u aecari~ for 
obui•SDf J.eeg-unt cleb• ft.n•nwiav wl1ea large oapital 
inYeataent.• are require4, - in opea11'9 new coal miw. 

Uraniua feed -t.erial• are n" oo1lY9atd.onally aupplied 
by any 11rani• eariaber. 

'1'be n...s for ~aional acd.on on the Preaident'• 
199ialaUw propo11al ia well_reoop.lsed by poUlatial 
da.eat.ic and foreign caataaera ancl inve9tora. 

'1'be 1>1:•'-- ill _.. .-nen fu aca"81ling th• 
Govarwat. .,_poly tlu:oufh b11ild1.n9 added oqaoity by 
am& or a Govan an Coqorat.ian J.a al8o ..U Jmowa. 

Both fact.on ooauibag, qdte uade....._,ably, to tba 
~ aa to u.a. pl.au u.s tit• t:o 8<me delay ill 
aipiag .ap _t.,aera amt in~. 
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• 'l'h• fact ~t. foreign cnaatomera were not able for many 
aontha to aip fira loa9-una cont.r~ with a us source 
of urani- en.riabmera• aezvioea· dw9ed the credibility 
of the HaUon u a aupplier and l:laa increaaecl pressure in 
other naUona for development of enrichment t8chnology 
aD4 aonaU.OUon of plant.a. 

• There i• inar-lng evidence that. other nation• are 
t.U"lain9 to pot...Ual aupplien oat:aide the us, thus 
iacrreaaing the preaaure for co_.t.ruotion of more 
enriatn•at. plant.a amo.cl. 

\ 



ATTACHMENT B 

COMMENTS ON DRAFT GAO REPORT ON UR<'0HUM ENRICHMENT 

Report Reference 
Digest 

Page i, Para. 2 

ra~e ii, next to 
last point 

Page ii, last 
point 

Page iii, first 
2 lines 

) 
Page iii, Para. 1 

Page iii, Para. 2 

) 

Comments 

Erroneous implication that Government will expend $8 
billion, when plan virtually assures that this will not 
happen. Moreover, any Government expenditures will be 
recovered by Government through reimbursement of cost 
of assistance or, in event of takeover, from revenues 
received from Government sales of enriching services. 

Factually incorrect in that Government purchase of UEA 
SWU's will not be unlhiited, rather specifically limited 
as to amoun~time and circumstance. 

Factually incorrect in that UEA access to Government 
SWU's will not be unlimited, rather specifically limited 
as to amount, time, and purpose. 

Erroneous implication that the Government will reimburse 
domestic equity in VEA in all circumstances if UEA 
project fails. Depending upon circurustanccs, UEA 
domestic equity could be totally or partially forfeited 

Factually incorrect in that UEA domestic equity will not 
receive an essentially guaranteed return on their invest
ment. In event of takeover domestic equity may lose 
part or all of its investllient. Further after the 
transition period, UE.A will risk losing return on 
equity if it fails to produce product to meet commit
ments to its customers. 

While probably correct, this statement does not appear 
to be relevant to an evaluation of the proposed Nuclear 
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975. Furthermore, we do not 
believe that use of gaseous diffusion technology is 
appropriate as a reason for recon:mended rejection of the 
UEA proposal since car.y of the values of private 
enrichment are independent of the technology employed. 
It is generally agreed that the next plant should use 
this process. Acditionally, it is not at all clear at 
this time that plants using gaseous diffusion will not 
compete with gas centrifuge plants for future increments 
of capacity. 



Report Reference 
Digest 

Page iii, last three 
points under 
Conclusions 

Page iii, next to 
last point 

) 
Page iv, middle para. 

Page v, 2nd point 

Main Text 

Page 7, last sentence, 
first para. 

) 

- 2 -

Comments 

Factually incorrect in that investors are not 
guaranteed a rate of return. Furthermore, with 
the exception of the first conclusion (treated 
above) the observations made could apply equally 
well to private efforts employing the centrifuge 
process. Any "financing uncertainties" are largely 
the result of the uncertainty over the present 
position of the Government and can be expected to 
be resolved by passage of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance 
Act. There is no reason for believing that the UEA 
plant would be on line any later than a similar 
sized Governraent plant. 

Factually incorrect in that Government add-on 
plant schedules 4.5 million SWU in 1983, 9 ~illion 
by 1985, about 1 1/2 years behind UEA proposed 
schedule for a plant of the same size--so even a 
substantial slip in UEA schedule ~ould not put it 
behind the Government schedule. Moreover, Government 
operations are also, like private efforts, vulnerable 
to interruptions, uncertainties and delays. 

Erroneous iIBplication that private centrifuge 
enrichers are likely to be willing to assume more 
total risk with a less advanced technology when all 
evidence points in the contrary direction. 

There is no basis developed in the report for this 
recommendation; nothing in the report indicates any 
reason for concluding that the proposed Nuclear 
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate or 
undesirable legislation for assisting private 
employment of advanced enriching technologies. 

Factually incorrect in that a new plant to operate 
econonically eoploying the gaseous diffusion process 
requires approxirr..ately 9 million SWU and the gas 
centrifuge process capacity probably so~~{here in 
the range of 2 to 3 nillion S~:U, as yet undetermined. 



Report Reference 

Page 9, first sentence 

Page 10, second para. 

Page 11, last para. 

Page 14, last sentence 

Page 17, 5th sentence 

Page 22, 2nd sentence 
under Access to EP~A 
stockpile 

Page 23, 3rd para. 
within 3rd sentence 

) 

- 3 -

Comments 

Incomplete, thus misleading. Text should indicate 
that ERDA officials stressed that the process has 
not yet been determined to be technically or 
economically feasible, t:rns that production plant 
extrapolations at this time are meaningless. 

Misleading and incomplete in that no mention is 
made of the fact that several years of intensive 
work and sizeable commitr.ent of resources have been 
made by a substantial nu~ber of private firms in 
developing their present positions, and, in the 
case of the four groups cited, in developing 
extensive plans for participation in private 
enrichment. Very extensive marketing efforts 
have been undertaken, particularly by UEA. 

Seriously erroneous implication in that needed 
assistance and assurance to private projects is 
expected to be on a basis which provides such 
support at the exoense of the orivate project, 
whereas the context ir::plies that this would be 
at Government expense. 

Misleading, implies no efforts underway on hedge 
plan; approxi~~tely $4,100,000 has been expended 
to date on conceptual design of an add-on gaseous 
diffusion plant. 

Erroneous implication that participation will be 
55% domestic, 45% foreign. Participation 
contemplated is 40% domestic with 55% of voting 
right and 60% foreign with 45% voting rights. 

Factually incorrect in that 9 million SWU are not 
available throughout the 5 year period, but on 
a declining basis to zero over the five year period. 

Erroneously implies that the Government would be 
required to pay return on equity in the cases noted. 
UEA in such cases proposes (May 30 letter) 
"return of their original investment and additional 
compensation, as de ter:-~i~ed by USG, to re fleet the 
results achieved to the date of transfer." 
(Underlining added.) 



Re~o~~ ?eference 

Page 24, last word at 
end c£ first para. 

Page 25, last para. 

Page 26, last sentence 

Page 27, first para. 

~Page 28, first para. 
' wit~in first sentence 

PaEe 28, 2nd para, 
2nd sentence 

Page 29, 3rd sentence 

) 

- 4 -

Comments 

Factually incorrect - should read "gross negligence11
• 

This is important because simple negligence is cause 
for partial loss of equity. 

Seriously inconplete and potentially misleading; context 
unclear; may depend upon whether UEA or ERDA complete 
the project; should be expanded extensively or deleted. 

Factually incorrect - it does not constitute a Government 
guarantee of this rate of return - see earlier comment 
on page iii of Digest. 

Seriously erroneous implication that the $1.4 billion 
maximum "takeover" commitment and $1.2 billion SWU 
purchase com.::itment (which might be required if 6 million 
SWU were purchased) are additive. In any credible 
situation SWU purchase would only occur if the plant 
were operable by CEA in a production sense, hence 
"takeover" had not occurred or would not then occur. 

Factually incorrect; should read 11 gross negligence or 
willful misconduct." 

Factually incorrect; UEA risks loss of part or all of 
domestic equity during transition period, thereafter 
risks loss of return on equity due to failure to 
produce product. Furthermore if the project proceeds 
satisfactorily as is implied by the term "essentially 
riskless" then there would be no cost "borne by the 
Government" except for any SWU purchases which are, 
of course, resaleable. 

Erroneous inplication that "normal business operations" 
(see page 28) associated with businesses perfonuing 
services always cover risk of supplying materials being 
processed (nillers do not supply grains beir.g milled). 
The normal business operations of supplying enriching 
services does not involve supp~ying the feed material. 
Neither ERDA nor foreign enrichers undertake this risk. 
Therefore the implication that UEA is proposing a novel 
system is factually incorrect. 



Report Reference 

Page 30a,first sentence 

Page 31, 2nd para. 

Page 31, 2nd para. 
last sentence 

) 

Page 31, last para. 
2nd sentence thru 
end of para. 

Page 32a,2nd para. 
portion of last line 

Page 32b, last sentence 
first para. 

) 

- 5 -

Cor.:m:ents 

Erroneous implication that all "normal" operating 
r·isks are hedged - not so - after transition period 
UEA has risks of loss of return on equity through 
failure to produce product; factually incorrect in 
that the Government does not guaraatee equity if the 
plant is not completed - UEA may lose all or a portion 
of equity during the transition period, thereafter it 
may lose return on equity due to inability to produce 
product to neet commitments during an exposure period 
of 20-25 years. 

Erroneously implies that long term take or pay contracts 
with cost pass through pricing are abnormal for enriching 
services industry. This is the practice of ERDA and 
may well be the practice of those employing the 
centrifuge process. 

Erroneous implication that industry will not be regulated 
should the need arise. }fore over, the relevance of the 
point is questionable if custo~ers have no objection 
to 15% return, cost-pass-through, long term take or 
pay contracts. Unless customers do subscribe to the 
project, it cannot proceed. The industry will be 
subject to NRC regulation. 

Erroneous implication that advanced technologies do 
not offer competition to UEA. They will do so w:i:th 
respect to uncommitted portions of UEA's initial plant 
capacity and to any potential future additions of 
capacity. The same aorr.r::ent could apply equally well 
to a Government add-on plant. 

Factually incorrect; under no circunstances is UEA 
guaranteed a 15% return on investment equity in a 
takeover situation. 

Factually incorrect; in the event of takeover during this 
period for reasons other than gross ~isnanagereent, gross 
negligence, or willful nisconduct ~~A risks losing both 
a return on equity invest~ent and a portion of its 
equity invest~ent. It could be pointed out that 
inability of CEA to :::oll o·;.:;::: constn:ction loans at the 
end of the construction period could trigger a 
Governnent tnkeover but ,,·ould also prese:·.eably permit 
the Governn:C'.nt to be the o ... ""Ticr of a:.1 orerable plant at 
a cost (considering foreit;n invest~ent) substantially ,,-w--:-"': 
less than the Governncnt ,,,·ou]d i:1cur in construction / 1-- '' 
of its O\.w'tl plant. /:,? 

\ 
~ •. ' 



Report Reference 

Page 32c, first para. 
portfon of last 
sentence 

Page 33, the word 
negligence in the 
first and fourth 
sentence 

Page 33, first · 
sentence under 
first major heading 

Page 33, first para. 
end to last 
sentence 

) 

Page 33, first para. 
last sentence 

) 

- 6 -

Comments 

Relevance of absence of price regulation is 
questionable. In fact, price regulation could 
operate to remove risk of competition. 

Factually incorrect (should read "gross negligence11
) 

and strongly misleading; implies only risk to equity 
is in extreme conditions cited which would be 
"difficult to prove." In fact equity is at risk in 
many other situations. Report fails to recognize 
extremely i!!1portant point of potential for partial 
loss of equity. 

Factually incorrect, UEA is not assured of a constant 
15% rate of return 

Erroneous inplicaticn; while the gaseous diffusion 
process could be considered as a chemical process, 
the enriching services industry does not resemble 
the chemical industry - no single chemical product 
or service involves a capital investcent of $3.5 
billion and long terra pay out - a ~ore nearly 
comparable industry in these respects (but not in 
degree of business risk) is the electric utility 
industry. 

Seriously erroneous implication that entry into 
enrichment industry presents only the normal 
business risks - overlooks unusual difficulties in 
licensing nuclear activities, possibilities of 
nuclear moratoriums in various states and the 
unprecedented risk of investing $3.5 billion in 
a single venture as yet unproven COF.J:!ercially based 
on secret technology. It should be noted that 
without exception, potential entrants into the 
enrichBent industry and representatives of the U.S. 
financial cor.~i1unity during 197.'.., hearinbs before 
the JCAE viewed this activity as presenting 
abnornal business risks. 



) 

) 

Report Reference 

Page 44-45 
Beginning last 
sentence page 44 

last sentence, 
first para. 

Pnge 46, first para. 

Page 61, 1st para. 
first sentence 

Page 61, 1st para. 
second sentence 

) 

- 7 -

Comments 

Factually incorrect; should read 11 F.RDA 1 s present 
policy is to permit domestic companies who expect 
to provide enrichment capacity in the United States 
to initiate unclassified discussions with foreign 
entities within the confines of the Atomic Energy 
Act and the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Part 110 Rules and Procedures." 

Incomplete. Should add statement that "The Government 
would have to assure that the proposed arrangement 
would be beneficial to the U.S." Also should revise 
last sentence as follows: 

"Any arrangement would be subject to an 
appropriate Agreement for Cooperation ben,een 
the U.S. and the country or countries of the 
foreign entity. The Govern~ent findings as 
to the Rcceptability of such proposals would 
be judged on the basis of:" 

Seriously erroneous and misleading implication that 
cost benefit cited is due to Governrrent construction 
of "next increrr.ent of cnrichn:ent capacity" whereas 
figures cited are due to the existirH! Government plants 
and assumes ERDA estimates of revenues based on attain
ment of proposed legislation permitting establishment· 
of commercial charge, presently estimated at $76 per 
swu. 

Factually incorrect in that the UEA plant, which may 
be the last of its kind, if more advanced processes 
prove econoruical in time, is in fact related to the 
interests of other potential entrants. Early action 
by the Governnent to support UEA uould enable other 
private entrants to secure foreign and do~estic 
custoners by virtue of this der.onstration of serious 
intention of the Government to rely on private 
enterprise to supply needed enrichnent capacity. 

Factually incorrect. See earlier co~:::ents in regard 
to facts of UEA's risks. Moreoever, as to competition, 
UEA is already encountering co4.petitio~ from the 
centrifuge because severnl large pote~tial custc~ers 
('f\'A, Consu::i·2rs Power, tvo Texas utili ti<::s and others) 
appear to hr.ve passed up UEA as a SU?plier and are 
alrca~y dealing ~ith potential centrifuge enrichcent 
suppliers. 



~eport Reference 

Page 61, 2nd para. 

Page 61, third para. 
first sentence 

Page 61, third para. 
2nd sentence 

~age 61, fourth para. 

Page 62, first para. 
third sentence 

Page 62, 2nd para. 
2nd sentence 

) 

- 8 -

Comments 

Incomplete in that borrowing from the Treasury under 
Government ownership would swell the total of the 
national debt and, in such case, net outlays would add 
to the budget deficit. 

Erroneous implication that this potential difficulty of 
obtaining long term financing is peculiar to UEA and 
not equally applicable to other potential entrants. 
Moreoever, all private industry will experience these 
difficulties if more and ~ore new Government agencies 
(such as the proposed government enrichment corporation 
proposed by GAO) are enabled to borrow in the money 
markets. 

Erroneous implication that this is an inherent problem 
when it probably would be overcor.:e ir.nediately (for 
UEA and other private projects) if the Congress passes 
the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, thus serving clear 
notice of U. S. Govern~ent support for private entry. 

Factually incorrect; UEA investors will not receive 
a guaranteed return, furthermore Government funds are 
not at risk. 

Erroneous implication; Government schedule is end of 
1983 for 4.5 million Sv:U and the first part of 
1985 for 9 million SKL' whereas if DEA schedule slips 
1 1/2 years they wili have 9 raillion SWU by the first 
part of 1985. It should be observed that Government 
schedules also might slip. 

We would disagree. Separate corporate management of 
enrichment facilities, due to time required to obtain 
necessary legislation and dispersion of experienced 
personnel between ERDA a':'ld the corporation, might 
well preclude ti~ely i~plerr.entation of Government's 
hedge plan should such action become necessary. 
Moreover, establishr.:ent of such a corporation:would 
reduce confidence in Governfuent's intentions to 
transfer responsibilities for future enrichment plants 
to the private sector. 



Report Reference 

Page 62, 2nd para. 
last sentence 

Page 63, 

Page 63, last point 

Appendix I 
Page 65, 2nd para. 

2nd sentence 

Page 66, first para. 
last sentence 

Page 67, last 
sentence 

- 9 -

Com::1ents 

Erroneous implication. It is not at all clear that a 
Govermnent corporation would be freed from budget 
constraints. This would be contrary to the spirit, 
if not the letter, of the "Budget Reform Act" of 1974. 

Erroneous implication that private centrifuge enrichers 
are likely to be willing to assuce more total risk 
with a less advanced technology when all evidence points 
in a contrary direction. 

No basis is established in the report for this recotnr.lendation, 
i.e. , the report does not indicate where the proposed 
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate, or an un
desirable mechanism, for assisting develop~ent of a 
competitive uranium enrichment industry. 

Factually erroneous. The statement should read: 
"The Eur~dif consortium, in which Fra.r1ce has a 42 percent 
interest, Italy 24 percent, Spain 12 percent, Belgium 
12 percent, and Ira.'1 10 percent," 

Factually incorr.plete. The following should be inserted: 
"Brazil has recently made an agreeraent with the Federal 
Republic of Germany under which Germany ~ill not only 
sell power reactors to Brazil but also establish in 
Brazil the complete nuclear fuel cycle, including an 
enrichment plant using the jet nozzle technology." 

Incomplete. In lieu of the last sentence, the following 
could be used: "Zaire has expressed interest in some type 
of enrichment plant to utilize excess hydropo~er but so 
far no one has co~e forward to finance, build and operate 
a plant there." 

Note: Proposed arrangements between UEA and the Government are in the process 
of negotiation. 

) 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 13, 1975 

BILL KENDALL 
PAT O'DONNELL 
CHARL LEPPERT 

EEDE 

Responses to JCAE Questions on 
Uranium Enrichment 

Attached are copies of ERDA's response to a whole 
series of questions on uranium enrichment asked 
by George Murphy. ERDA is also providing, formally, 
a copy of Bob Seaman's letter to Elmer Staats which 
criticizes the GAO draft report. 

I am attaching extra copies of the package in case 
you want to get it to some members of JCAE. As a 
minimum, I'd suggest getting it to minority members 
and to Senator Bellman. 

cc: Jim Connor 




